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Forced draught air-cooled heat exchangers (ACHE's) are often used in arid regions as 
a means to cool down process fluids, and as air-cooled condensers as well. When a 
large amount of process heat must be rejected the ACHE's are arranged in large banks. 
The size of these banks often create adverse flow fields in the region of the peripheral 
fans. Experimental work has been performed on some of these phenomena, but due to 
the scale of interest, it would be impractical to investigate all possibilities. Therefore a 
numerical model was developed. 
To reduce complexity, the fan was modeled as an actuator disc, which produces a good 
correlation to experimental data. The heat exchangers were modeled as a porous region 
which when using the appropriate constants reproduced the heat exchangers perfor-
mance characteristics to a high degree of accuracy. 
To validate the modeL the effect of ground clearance and the presence of a walkway were 
investigated, and compared to experimental data. The correlation was good, but it was 
found that modeling of the heat exchanger and surrounding area over-predicted the fan 
volumetric effectiveness, compared to the investigations where just the fan is modeled. 
A two dimensional array was also investigated in order to inspect the flow field around 
the fans in the vicinity of an unconstrained corner. It was found that orientation of 
the plenum had an effect on the fan performance. When the plenum's are joined the 
fans that operate at a higher volume flow rate induce a cross flow in the plenum which 
decreases the volumetric effectiveness of the fans that operate at a lower volumetric 
effectiveness. When the plenums of all the ACHE's were connected, the fan closest to 
the perimeter of the ACHE bank behaved worse then if the steam tube on top of each 
pleuuIIl ran parallel to each other. The effect of wind was also investigated, and it was 
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A collection of ACHE row's 
A collection of ACHE's arranged such that the 
fan axis are aligned vertically. 
The FLUENT® process responsible for user 
interface, and graphic related functions. 
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but are present to ensure continuity of data. 
Fan blade tip clearance The space between the fan blade tip and the 
fan casing. 





The region swept by the fan blades. 
Build up of dirt and dust on the heat ex-
changer fins. 
The distance from the base of the fan platform 
to the ground. 
A mesh where the cells have six faces. 
The FLUENT® process responsible for 10 op-






















Cells that belong to the current compute node. 
The governing equations for fluid flow. 
The FL UENT® process that holds all the 
data, and does the computation. 
A system where more then 1 CPU is available 
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Walkway A horizontal platform that is attached to the 
perimeter of an ACHE bank, at the base of 
the fan platform. 
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Forced draught Air-cooled Heat exchangers (ACHE's) are widely used in chemical, pro-
cess, and petro-chemical industries to cool down hot process fluids. ACHE's have also 
been successfully implemented in power plants as air-cooled condensers, (ACC's) [5, 6]. 
In large installations where a large amount of heat needs to be rejected, multiple ACHE's 
are gathered into banks that consist of multiple rows of fans. The fan axes are aligned 
in the vertical direction, with the heat exchanger located down stream of the fan, for the 
forced draught case, and upstream of the fan for the induced draught case. Air is drawn 
in by the fan and forced over the heat exchanger taking some of the process heat along 
with it. The volume of air that passes over the heat exchanger thus directly affects the 
cooling capacity of the ACHE unit. 
Since all the fans draw their air through the same region at the boundary of the ACHE 
bank, as shown in Figure 1.1, the number of ACHE units, as well as the clearance height 
above the ground will affect the volume of air that the fans have access to. This is due 
to the finite area open to the atmosphere along the perimeter of the bank. Since all 
the fans draw air in from the boundary, induced cross-flows are created at the inlets 
of the periphery fans [7, 8, 9]. This induced cross flow has a negative effect on the 
fans' performance characteristics and increases the fan inlet losses. The inlet losses are 
predominantly caused by oblique flow, shown in Figure 1.2, and flow separation, shown 
in Figure 1.3. 
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1.2. Reasons for current investigation 
+-' 
(I) -c 
~ • c ro ..0 
W 
II I 0 « 
Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of an ACHE bank, showing the finite inlet area 
shared by all the fans in that row 
Figure 1.2: Oblique flow into the fan 
1.2 Reasons for current investigation 
Currently there are no practical means to experimentally investigate the flow field in 
the vicinity of a bank of ACHE's on the scale required. The Matimba power plant in 
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Vortices caused due to 
separation 
----_._-----
Figure 1.3: Flow separation at the inlet of the bell mouth 
South Africa uses ACHE's that have fans of dFC = 9.145m in diameter [10]. Physical 
experiments on this scale would be both time consuming and expensive. The expense 
would further be compounded by the need to control the effects of wind. 
It has been shown previously that computational fluid dynamics, CFD, is a powerful 
tool for analysing the flow field in the vicinity of an axial flow fan [10, 1] as well as for 
air-cooled heat exchangers [5, 11, 12]. For this reason CFD will be investigated as an 
alternative means of analysing the flow field in and around an ACHE bank. 
1.3 Objectives 
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a method whereby a large bank of 
ACHE's can be quickly and relatively accurately modeled. The objectives are thus: 
• Parallelize the fan model used by Meyer [1], and validate it's use for parallel 
processmg. 
• Develop a method to simulate the performance characteristics of a heat exchanger. 
• Validate the coupling of the fan model and the heat exchanger. This should 
be done by comparing the operating point of the delta plenum ACHE obtained 
empirically and numerically. 
• Simulate an ACHE bank, and verify that the numerical results correlate with the 
experimental results. 
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One of the largest limitations was the computational requirement of the simulations. In 
order to improve accuracy, the grid needs to be refined. This requires more RAM and 
will take substantially longer to simulate. For this reason the simulations will be kept 
as steady state simulations, with the minimum number of cells as required to maintain 
accuracy. 
Due to the scale of the domain to be investigated, small scale effects will be ignored. 
These include, but are not limited to: 
• Boundary layer effects and the effect they impose on the flow. 
• Flow restrictions caused by fan motors and mountings, cables, fan platform sup-
ports etc. 
• The effect of different surface roughnesses on the flow. All solid objects are treated 
as having completely smooth surfaces. 
• The effect of fouling of the heat exchanger fins. The heat exchangers are treated 
as being uniform, and exhibit identical ideal characteristics at all points on its 
surface. 
This investigation was concerned with the flow field in and around the ACHE only. 
Therefor the flow will be treated as being iso-thermal, and incompressible. The numeri-
cal model will however be developed such that thermal effects can be included at a later 
stage. 
1.5 Outline of Dissertation 
In order to ensure that the overall results obtained in this investigation are accurate, it 
was important that the results of the various components are accurate. To this end, the 
fan model was rewritten in parallel, and the validated results are described in Chapter 
3. To determine which was the most appropriate turbulence model for the numerical 
model, simulations were carried out using the various turbulence models available in 
FLUENT® . These results are presented in Chapter 4. The fan was subsequently scaled 
up to the required size of dFC = 10m as described in Chapter 5, and validated using 
the fan scaling laws. With the fan model validated in a parallel environment, the heat 
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exchanger was investigated as discussed in Chapter 6. With the fan model, appropriate 
turbulence model and the heat exchanger model validated, an ACHE was modeled in 
the manner discussed in Chapter 7. 
Once the ACHE has been validated, a bank of ACHE's will be simulated. Initially, an 
investigation was performed to determine whether the numerical model produces the 
same trends as experimental data. The effect of ground clearance was investigated in 
Chapter 8, the effect of the presence of a walkway was investigated in Chapter 9 and the 
effect of a 2 dimensional array of ACHE's was investigated in Chapter 10. Finally the 
effect of wind on a bank of ACHE's will be investigated in Chapter 11. The dissertation 
will end off with conclusions and recommendations for further research. 
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2.1 Numerical Method 
The method to be employed was the control volume formulation as applied to the Navier-
Stokes equations. For this investigation the software package, FLUENT@ was used for 
the investigation. 
2.1.1 Navier Stokes equations 
The governing equations for fluid flow are known as the Navier-Stokes equations. These 
equations are a set of partial differential equations that include the conservation of 
momentum and other fluid properties. The fluid properties are defined by the respective 
equations of state. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved using the finite volume 
method [13J. As previously mentioned, all of the simulations performed are considered 
to be steady state. Due to the low velocities involved, M « 1, the air is assumed to be 
incompressible. 
Conservation of Mass 
The equation for conservation of mass, also referred to as the continuity equation [13J , 
is : 
div(piJ) = 0 
Where p is density, and iJ is the velocity vector. 
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Conservation of Momentum 
The equation for the conservation of momentum for an incompressible fluid can be 
described by [14] 
v . (piJiJ) = - Vp + V . (T-) + p§ + 8m (2.2) 
Where p is the static pressure, g is the gravitational force, 8 m is the momentum source 
term, and T- is the stress tensor. The stress tensor is defined as : 
T- = J1 [(ViJ + (ViJf)] (2.3) 
2.2 Reynolds-Averaged N avier-Stokes Equations 
In typical engineering flows, turbulent eddies can exist on a scale varying from the mi-
croscopic scale to the same size scale as the geometry to be modeled. They can also 
exist for a very long or very short periods of time. This makes it necessary to have a 
very fine mesh, using a very small time step, to resolve the flow accurately. Due to the 
computational expense required, this is currently unfeasible. 
The turbulent instantaneous velocity can be expressed as the sum of the averaged ve-
locity and a fluctuating velocity [13]. 
(2.4) 
Where Ui is the average velocity and u~ is the fluctuating velocity. The average velocity 
is defined as 
(2.5) 
Where tl « t «t2 . Scalar quantities, like pressure, p, and density, p, are defined in a 
similar manner as seen in Equation 2.4 and 2.5. By definition the time average of the 
fluctuating value is O. Substituting the time averaged variables into the instantaneous 
continuity and momentum equations produces 
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2.3. Turbulence Models 
and 
(2.7) 
After time-averaging over many fluctuations, terms that have fluctuating components 
in them, or factors there of, become zero. The only term that is not zero are those 
that have the product of two fluctuating terms [15J. Thus in Equation (2.7) the only 
fluctuating term left is pu~uj. Equation 2.7 can now be rearranged to produce 
o ( _) 0 ( _) op a [ (Oui Ouj)J 0 ( -,-,) - PUi + - PUiUj = -- + - fl - + - + pbi - - puiuj ot OXj OXi aXj aXj OXi OXj (2.8) 
The new terms, u~uj in Equation 2.8 are referred to as the Reynolds stresses. With the 
inclusion of the Reynolds stresses more unknowns then equations exist. This is known 
as the turbulence closure problem, as for a set of equation to be solved there must be 
at least as many equations as unknowns. Therefore in order to close Equation (2.8), 
some assumptions need to be made in order to solve for the Reynolds stresses. One of 
the methods uses the Boussinesq Hypothesis, which relates the Reynolds stresses to the 
mean velocity gradients [16J: 
-, , (aUi aUj) 2 ( aUi) pUU. = flt - + - - - pk + flt- 6i 
l J aXj OXi 3 aXl J 
(2.9) 
\"here flt is the turbulent viscosity, and 6ij is the Kronecker delta. 6ij = 1 if i = j and 
6ij = 0 otherwise. 
This approach is used for the so-called RAN S turbulence models in FL UENT® , i.e. the 
Spalart-Allmaras, k - E, and the k - w turbulence models to name a few. The Reynolds 
Stress Model (RS M) solves for each of the variables in u~uj. In three-dimensions this is 
9 equations, which reduces to 6 due to the symmetry of the matrix, u~uj. The transport 
equation is then solved for each of the 6 stresses. A seventh equation for the dissipation 
rate is also solved in order too close Equations 2.8 and 2.6 [14J. 
2.3 Turbulence Models 
FLUENT® has a number of turbulence models available, each with it's own advan-
tages and disadvantages. Not all of the turbulence models will be applicable to a given 
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problem, and thus the various models need to be investigated. 
2.3.1 Standard k - E 
The k - E turbulence model was proposed by Launder and Spalding [17], and is con-
sidered the workhorse for practical engineering flows. It is both robust, economical and 
has reasonable accuracy for a wide range of turbulent flows. The standard k - E turbu-
lence model is one of the "simplest 'complete' turbulent closure models" [14]. Launder 
and Spalding [17] advocate that physical realism, computational economy and range 
of applicability are best served by a two equation turbulence model that is solved in 
conjunction to those governing the mean flow behavior. The two equations are for the 
turbulence kinetic energy (k) and the dissipation rate (E). This two equation model 
allows the turbulent velocity and length scale to be independently determined, by solv-
ing two separate transport equations. The model is semi-empirical, with the derivation 
relying on phenomenological considerations, and empiricism [14]. 
2.3.2 Renormalization Group (RNG) k - E 
The RNG k - E model is derived from the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations, using 
a rigorous statistical technique called "renormalization group theory". It is similar in 
form to the standard k - E turbulence model, but has different constants, and additional 
terms and functions in the k and E transport equations. These additions make the RNG 
k - E model more accurate and reliable for a larger class of flows. The RNG refinements 
include [14]: 
• An additional term in the E equation, which significantly improves accuracy of 
rapidly strained flows. 
• Swirl effects on turbulence have been included to improve the accuracy of swirling 
flows. 
• The RNG theory provides an analytical formula for the turbulent Prandtl number. 
• An analytically derived differential formula for the effective viscosity that accounts 
for low Reynolds number effects. 
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2.3.3 Realizable k - E 
The realizable k - E turbulence model is another variation to the standard k - E turbu-
lence model. The term "realizable" implies that this turbulence model satisfies certain 
mathematical constraints, with regard to the Reynolds stresses, that are consistent with 
the physics of turbulent flow. The standard and the RNG k - E turbulence models are 
not realizable. 
The realizable k - E turbulence model differs from the standard k - E turbulence model 
in two important ways: 
• The realizable k - E turbulence model uses a new formulation for the turbulent 
viscosity. 
• A new transport equation for the dissipation rate, E, has been derived from an 
exact equation for the transport of the mean square vorticity fluctuation. 
One of the benefits of this turbulence model is it's ability to better predict the spreading 
rate of both planar and round jets. It also has superior performance for flows involving 
rotation, boundary layers under adverse pressure gradients, separation and recirculation 
[14]. 
2.3.4 Standard k - w 
The FLUENT® standard k - w is based on the k - w model of Wilcox [16], which 
incorporates modifications for low Reynolds number effects, compressibility and shear 
flow spreading. The Wilcox model predicts free shear flow spreading rates that show 
close agreement with experimental results for far wakes, mixing layers, and plane, round, 
and radial jets. This makes it applicable to wall bounded and free shear flows. 
2.3.5 SST k - w 
The shear stress transport (SST) version of the k - w turbulence model was developed 
by Menter [18] to blend the robust and accurate formulation of the k - w model in the 
near-wall region with the free stream independence of the k - E model in the far-field 
regions. The SST k - w model is similar to the standard k - w model, but includes the 
following refinements: 
• The model constants are different. 
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• The k - wand the transformed k - f equations are both multiplied by a blending 
function and added together. The blending function is such that for near-wall 
regions it becomes the k - w model and the k - f model for far away regions. 
• It incorporates a damped cross-diffusion derivative term in the w equation. 
• The turbulent viscosity is modified to account for the transport of the turbulent 
shear stress. 
This makes the SST k - w model more accurate and reliable for a wider class of flows. 
2.4 Axial Flow Fan Model 
In order to allow the geometry to be simulated as a steady state problem the fan will 
not be physically modeled. Instead it will be replaced by an actuator disc. The actuator 
disc forces will be calculated using blade element theory. The actuator disc applies a 
momentum source term to the fluid, thus accelerating it through the disc [19], the affect 
of this acceleration can be seen in Figure (2.1). The fan model will be incorporated into 
FLUENT@ by means a User Defined Function (UDF). 
Von Mises [20] states that the force exerted on the fluid stream at any location within 
the actuator disc is dependent on the fluid velocity vector relative to the fan blade VR, 
as well as the lift and drag characteristics of the fan blade cross-sectional area. Figure 
(2.2) shows the relationship between the relative velocity vector, VR, the resulting lift, 
6L , and drag ,6D , at a radial co-ordinate, T. 
The lift and drag force on a blade element is calculated using the following equations: 
1 2 
"2ClP IVRI . CFb . 6T (2.10) 
1 2 
"2CdP IVRI . CFb . 6T (2.11) 
Where Cl and Cd are the coefficients of lift and drag respectively, CFb is the fan blade 
chord length and 6T is the blade element radial thickness. 
The coefficients of lift and drag are dependent on the fan blade profile. The fan blade 
chord length and the blade element radial thickness are all geometry based. Thus the 
only unknown in Equation (2.10) and (2.11 )is the relative velocity vector. The velocity 
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Figure 2.1: Stream tube showing fluid acceleration through the actuator disc 
field experienced by the two-dimensional blade element differs from the uniform veloc-
ity field for which the coefficients of lift and drag are valid. The major difference is 
the tangential velocity component of the velocity field on the two-dimensional blade 
element downstream side [1 J. To compensate for this, the relative velocity vector is the 
average of the trailing edge velocity vector, downstream and the free stream velocity 
vector upstream of the two dimensional blade element. This method has been found 
to produce better results than just using the upstream vector to calculate the relative 
velocity vector. 
The thrust, bT, and the torque, bQ in Figure (2.2) are calculated using: 
bT 
bQ 
bL· cas/3 - bD . sin/3 
(bL· sin/3 + bD . cas/3) . r 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Where /3 is the angle between the relative velocity vector VR and the fan blade plane of 
rotation. These blade forces are expressed as momentum sources/sinks in the Navier-
Stokes equations, and thus need to be expressed as force per unit volume. Thus, it 
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Figure 2.2: Blade element showing the geometric variables of importance 
follows that : 
bT nfb' bT (J. bT 
-
bV 27fT' br . t Fr CFb . br . tFr 
bQ nfb' bQ (J. bQ 
bV 27rr . br . tFr CFb . br . tFr 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
Where nfb is the number of fan blades, tFr is the fan rotor thickness, as used in the 
numerical model, and (J = Cfbnfb is the solidity ratio. The solidity ratio is the ratio 
27rr 
of fan blade area to the fan swept or actuator disc area [19]. Substituting Equation 






1 2 (J 
-PVR -(Cz . cos(3 - Cd' sin(3) 
2 tFr 
1 2 (J 
-PVR . r· -(Cz . sin(3 + Cd' cos(3) 
2 t Fr 
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2.5. lleat exchanger IIJ(xlei 
-------~~ 
The litt and drag coefficienh need to be calculated in order to solve Equations (2.16) and 
(2, 17), \Vil.hin a 'JH:'cific;d ra"ge of 1I1""h Llllm[",m I.he lift alld drag characi.c;ri>;l.i,," a.l'!' a 
fllIlCl. ioIl of RC;yIlOld~ numly,r. He. and angle of attack (I, alone. The angle bN"1'€ll Ihe 
blade chord and the fan's plane of rotation. the sta~cr angle." is known at a gll'<m 
radial station, rd<'][ing to FigillC 2.2. it "'1Il iw S("'11 thai. the; angk of atta.ck iH ; 
" "="2- li +il) (2. IS) 
'I'll(' lift awl drag ,.ha..l'''''Wl'i"l.i('~ aI(' I,ak,;n fro[]J the; NJ\SA-LS profik. in a.('(:orda11.'" 1.0 
Ihe exp€rimenta l re~ulh obtained by "lcGhee d ill l>lcGhee et al. [~lJ experimentally 
invcstiRat"d the XASA-LS profile, and plotted the dimensionless lift and drag ct>ciIi-
ci('I1I.', C1 awl Cd agaillst I he; angle o[ alJack, Ct, [0]' a rauge of ROYllOld, IlIHulwr". Fo]' 
Bngle~ of Btt~ck out~lde the rBll1',1'l testod by :"lcGhee et al. [~l], tlw lift and drag ch~r­
actcris l.ks of a flat plate; aIe 11M,d , Ac('ording 10 lloe;]']j(;r and llOlA [22] and H[)(;nl('r 
:23] the dimen"ionle~~ lifr and drBg cO('tficient of a flat plate an' respGCtivdy givm a.s 
Cu," .. . ,,,,,,, 'en.'''' 
C - sinz[\ ~d, ... 
(2,1~)) 
(2,~O) 
A fourth ord .. 'r polynomial and trigonomf'tric functioll5 were used to cn~ure a ~mooth 
trausition IJ('tw('('u til<' lift and drag characte;ri,ti('~ of a fiat plat" and til<' KASA-LS 
profile. Linear iuwrpol<ltioll i~ II",-,d 1.0 calelllBte the C1 and G,J YBIIles tor othe;r Heynolds 
numb.,r~, 
2.5 Heat exchanger model 
A he;al oxdumgor is" complox a rmy of finIl"lllllw~, ai' can Iw "'-x'" '" Figlln; 2:1. ,\ ir 
i~ forc<"j throllgh the heBt oxdlaHger Bnd OVAr the fi,,~. The flHl; tr~n~fer the he~t they 
acquirM fro[]J Ihe proC€~~ fiuid i,,~ide the he~t exch~nger tuhe~ to the ~ir pasl;ing OVl"[ 
I,h('m The geometry i~ thu<' complex, ~nd it would be computation~lly expen~i\'e to 
model the heat exchangers explicitly, Therefore the heal, "xchan1',ers will h., modd"d as 
a porous lliGdium, '1'1](' w'r[onnance charan(']'ist ics of 1.11(' Il"al. "xdJau1',e;r "'1Il I.]wu h; 
replicated by Sp'--'Ci[,I'iIlg a viscolls aIlll inertial resistaIHT to the; poro\l~ re;gioH fl.!] 
O;mn; for Hef;CIl.l'ch in Compm~t.ional Appli"j "!('dl~ni"" 










Figure 2,:L An i&Jrnet.ric view "I' til(' h,.-at exchanger, "howitlg Hw molinr', fins 
2.G \Vinci Velocity Profile 
The ,"el<x'i1.), of wind is d fpelldeut Oil the heig,ht, of 1llf'a.'>urelll{'Ilt. ahove the gTollnd, dll" 
to \~:;C()1 I " ejfeds, In ord"r to reproduCO'> the effect of wind Oll thf' ACHF~, it i~ llf'Cesbd.!'y 
1.0 specify t he wind pronk it ,,~l] ex[wri"tlu', ll lle 1.0 t he pre",',](',' of obsl.ades upsl.realll 
of r.lw :>.eollldn as wdl as viscous eff"'<'lli thf' wi"d profi l" i~ "01, uniform_ Some prom" 
is required in order to 8,C,'Oll"l. [or this , TIl{' wind profile can he approximated b)' the 
,I" - I 1 Power Law 24. 2S, 26: 
1-'(Z) = I'",,! (-'-)" 
Zr<! 
(2 21) 
\\-hfre t' is t,he memo n,loci1.y ill th" l",i ~ht z. 11", is the free stream rderellce wlocity 
and z"/ if r!u' refeH'H('.' 1"'ir',h1., Tlw re[erenCO'> values, v"i is the requ ir€d w ]ocil,y aI, 
)l{'i~ht ::,,/. The effect of ttl{' ob"t.;uJe~. or SlUfa", l'Ou~lm%s c"n be included by cballgin~ 
t.he pow,'r I! in Equation (2.21) 124] V"llles hf'l,we('n n = f,; iUld n = :\- were found 1ll 
lit.eml.llre, \'aryill~ [or diH'erent C<lllditiollS Tli1apllrkara d ,,{ 126] did ,'xjl<."'imen1.al 
work invol\'in~ a prisrna1.ic body a.nd uff'<.l fl· = ~ _ Cc~·t7;.-(' a tld du Toil, 1121 p",-forJIl{'d 
mlm,.-ri",,] work in\"()lving ed~e eITects Oil a bank of ACHE's and 1lfed a vah le of II = t-
Pl\g~ 15 CC'!l tre for Il ~"",.,.('h in O)lnp"(,~tion"l Applied :\-!cchallic" 










________________________ ~2. 7 . Con",Jemtio"" for large ",tole flows 
SiIlC« this inYesligal,ioll is It i-\~neri" ea,~, I,h" defalllt \·8.h,e of n = ~ will b~ u~d_ 
2.7 Considerations for large scale flows 
Smne COlllpnllll15<e;; ;u'e n''l llin,d ,hI<' t() 1.h" ~('a Ie of t.lw simlilatioll_ D\l~ to th~ limitat ions 
of current "om pliler 8.",hil (~"1111''', the cornpuwtional rt'5<lUrC~S are limited. Althoul!;h the 
[,UI model will lw modified to run Oil a parallel fmupui.('l' d 11,1 ('1', tIl<' lll][Jli)<,T of (,Olliput-
ers to b~ c.!llsv'["d is ~l.ill [mil", A, i.lw llI)!uiwr of COrnp\ltN~ linked together increases 
Uw 0\'''1'8.11 ~flkieTlcy p€f InH.chin€ decreases d\l~ to the f'ommuuieatioll r"qllirelll(·nl.~ )",. 
IIw~n th~ nodes. Thus th~ Hum)",r of 1l",!c,S nXl"ir('d i ~ kept t.o 8 minimum to ~ll~ure 
dlid"nl ll~" ()f r('~Ollr('-e~_ To do Ihb the cDrnputational domain must b., kept as small 
,,~ pos~ible, and HS simpl~ as p()ssibl~, 
lJy inneasing tl'" n'n ~i~(,. ll~ing a lower ord~r dit,cr~tiwtion scherne, a singl~ precision 
~olwr and ignoring boundary lnyers this c.all b., M'iliewd, Thi, unfort1ll1ll1 dy COIlJ(:S al 
the (XlSc of a'Tumq:, ])u" cO II", larger c~lI ~ize, 611l:>-scHle tllfb1l1ent. ~tfed~ lwve to be 
modeled, instead. 01 b.,ing r€SOll'ed, This mealls that sub-I!;rid phenomena, vorlire< ~te., 
aI'e not likdy to dev~lo p. In I,his inv('~lil!;al,ion only brge sCHle dT('Ct.6 (WilLd dT(~,t~ for 
inslHlLce) are "I int.erest._ Small scHle etfE'('h Hre 8SSUl1led to dampen out. suifici~mly t.o 
b(' &;~Ullied negligible_ 
TIl(' Large Eddy Silllllbtioll (U<,)'} t.urbulence lllOdel reoolvelS t.o a ~lIl81ler scHle t hen 
the IlA).lS t urhul~n,,~ models, bUI is more I,ime eon, llmilli-\, a, il is inh~rent.ly a I ran,ient 
t url)!1 knce modeL ])11(, t.o thi" in('.T'<'HSI'd ('Xp~nN' II", f, ESt urbul('lL('(' m()(kl will not I", 
consid~red_ 
2.8 Conclusion 
The nlll!J("iC8.1 l!J()(.l d mllsj, indmk 11 fan model, a m('an6 of ~illllililt.jng U)(' heal. ('xd,allg"r 
bundles. and a m~ans to simulate wind conditiolls_ Th~ Ian lIl(xlel developed by "ley~r 
[11 Kill be u~d t.o simulat", t.he ~t!ects 01 th~ Ill.!] The Ifl.n is mOl.l€led as a.n !li:t.uutor 
disc, and the disc forces are c&cuhtt'l.l using blade €l€ment th~ory [11. A porOU6 region 
"'ill b~ used to simulate the heat ~xchanger bundles [1. ~71_ The wind protil€ Kill b~ 
simulated using th~ ~ </, Power Law_ 
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:l. Hw IIlodd V<)riflC"UOll 
~=---
Chapter 3 
Fan model verification 
H~[ore impl"menl"l.ion of Ihe [,ill model, it was es....ential to vruidat,c it , The code has 
already b€c>n \'"Jidat.€d in seria l cUlIlpllting 11 ; 5. 11, 27J_ T",m rall~ \yere ~imlllHted to 
I'alida", I hat the UDl' worked in a parallel environment. 
3.1 Fan dcscriptioll 
The rHn modd is biN,d OIl I,h" 13-[iUl d,,~i!\lLed alLd l."_'I.,,d by I1mlLeau 1:1]. Th" ll-blL 
is a eight bbded "xial How I,m. tlHlt ll~~ th" '\"'5A-1.5 b],uie en,,,,, l>eCt iOlLHI profile 
pr"viollsh mentioned, The ll-fan is 1\ medilUn chord axial flow fan, with I,he blad" 
chord alLd th" Iwisl, incrcasing from Ihe fall I.ip, t.o a mil.'{inlllJIl "I Ill!' b lad" root , do~' 
tu the hub It: The fml i~ ",old,,<1 fi lwr g la~. with" smooth ~HTface fiIli~h_ The geomelric 
characteristics Ilre listed in T"ble (3 1) T he Yfuiables uS€d in Table (J.I) are shown in 
Figlln' (:l.l) 
l''\O:e 1 7 
-
figure 3_1' ScheIllllt ic of a fnlL sho\ying the va rillbles of int eres t 
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Fan casing dian",l,er riFe = 1 ,542171 
Hub diameter "Fit = O.4dFC~ 
Tip c1earan~ ·1m.m , 
Rotational sPN'<1 ;\, = ';",')(lrp'" 
Table 3,1: Characterislics o[ I,h" B-Fan t"8t"d hy Bruneau [3] and Stirllles [,l[ 
3.2 Geometry and J\.fesh Description 
3.2.1 Geometry Dinlen:;ion:; 
The perforlnanc" chamcl.,., isl. ics of I h" H- fan were experiment.ally invest igated by Stirmes 
awl V'Hl Hachniilll [8[. The B- t'a.n was tested usin~ the sl,'lIldmd confl~nralioll ,~~ 
descrilJed by the British St,,,,danl; HS <~·j8 for a Type A in8tallation, as 8een in Figure 
(3,2a), as wdl ,~~ a lJ]odi[",d ('onfl~uration, 8hol',n schematically in Figllre (3.2b), It was 
(,(Hl("ludeil t.hat. the fan performance chara.cleristics WeT" "SSlml,i,Jlv nnaHec'l"d by I.h<.' 
difference hetw,'('ll thesc two configl1ral.ion.~, 
). Ieyer [1] eX)JeIllllCnt,Jly c1el<.'rlJline,llhe pnforlJlanc(' ('h8,rad"Ti~t.ir:~ for (,()nflguration;; 
depict",l by Fi~nw (3.2a) and Fi gure (3.2("). The fan performance cha.ract.eri~tics were 
esscntially Ihe same, II, w,~~ c'Hlcl",led lhal. lhe fan chamcl,erisl,ics for Figm" (3.2d) 
~hould I", all a(.iPqnat" Irl('aS1W) for validat.ioll of the faIL modeL 
The geometry to be morleled as sho,,"n hy Figure (3.2d). i~ made up oi 3 region;; ll8melr: 
the cylindrical region upstream of the ian, the ian swept region and t he annular region 
downRi.realJl of Liw fan. Th" diIllnIL8icHlS of th" dnd"d [all C8.1L b" s'~m ill Fignw (3,3) 
The 55mm region is the fML swept region. The ian ~wept region i~ region that will 
('onl.aiIL t.iw ar:l. nalor disc Thr,. , id<.HLlical disc" thai aTe ~mm. lhick am creal,e,l; each 
of these di8C~ is ZOm-m. apart. The t.hree 5171'171 disc~ are the inlet disc. t.he a,'l n1ll.or disc 
and th" olltlet disc. T1w inlet iilld olltlet discs a.re used to calculate til<' relative velocity 
v~l.or, "'II, while llH' ad,ual,or disc is where the a.cluator disc forces Me applied. 
3.2.2 !vIesh Description and Boundary Conditions 
For th,' validat.iOlL "'''' dnde,] fans wit.h aIL annnlar rngio IL downstremn of I.h,' [an wCre 
<T"at"d nsillg th" ;;eOIll('T,ry ,~~ Sf~m ill FignT" (3 .. 1), The geollletrv is sel, 11p such that 
the t.wo fan8 r:ontrol volume~ am Ilot. r:O IU1(,<,I,(',L USiILg R<.'paral,(' fans ensureS I hat lh,' 
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r ) L f.~ 
1 Atmo,pher< dumber 
(0) ;t" -----
(d) ~,&w;?I~~~ 
Figurr 3.2' ])iiferrnt (,()Jlfig\1mti()Jl~ of tli~ bTl t€~t hl.cility [1; 
0,055 _"",'"n at ,,,,o.n -, -,--
, 
.1 
Fi);ure 3.3: Dimensions of the valirlitl.iOl1 !',<'orndrv, in r"'~I."1B 
-, 
I 
flow field of one fan does not interfere with the other. The separal.ion was dOlle bv plac-
ing separate dueled fHll rcgion~ next to each other. Th€'Se regions w"r", ('olmeded wit.h 
a scperating regiolJ of c.-Us. To ensure separatioll of I.h" d",;(ud rq,;ioJj~, til" interfi1('(' 
b"lw~,<,n t.hi~ re~i()Jj (jf cell, and Lh,' cvliud rical sed-i on of I,h" dlld.~ Wil~ ~p"('iti,'d HS a 
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3.3. Fan Performance Calculations 
were made to be distinguishable continuum volumes, so that they can be referenced by 
FLUENT® , and the actuator disc later. 
FLUENT® 's double precision solver was used for the validation. The geometry was 
discretized using the first-order upwind differencing scheme. The standard k - E turbu-
lence model was used to account for turbulent effects, as it was used for the previous 
validations of the fan model. 
To test the parallel aspect of the code, the fans will reside on separate nodes. This is 
done by partitioning the grid through the connecting band of cells, which ensures that 
the actuator discs are not split. 
3.3 Fan Performance Calculations 
The fan performance characteristics are defined by the fan static pressure rise 6PFS, 
fan power consumption PR and the fan static efficiency T/FS plotted as a function of the 
volume flow rate V. The fan performance characteristics were obtained in accordance 
to the British Standards Organisation's BS848 for a Type A installation. A Type A 
installation is one in which there is a free inlet and a free outlet, as shown in Figure (3.2). 
The numerical simulations were done for volume flow rates ranging from V = 12m3 I s 
to V = 19m3 Is. The flow rate is specified by setting the velocity at the inlet boundary. 
Equation (3.1) is used to calculate the velocity to be specified in FLUENT®. 
v = VIA (3.1) 
Where V is the volume flow rate, A is the area of the inlet, and v is the velocity 
perpendicular to the face, over which the area is calculated. The fan static pressure is 
calculate using Equation (3.2). 
(3.2) 
Where PI is the inlet pressure, and P2 is the outlet pressure, and p is the air density, 
and v is the velocity. The pressures are calculated as the area weighted average, over 
the boundary of interest. 
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3. Fan model verification 
The fan power is calculated using Equation (3.3): 




Where Q is the torque, which is calculated by the fan model, N is the rotational speed, 
specified in rpm. The value N = 750rpm is used, as used by Bruneau [3] and Stinnes 
and Von Backstrom [8]. The fan static efficiency is calculated using Equation (3.4). 
(3.4) 
3.4 Results of the parallelized fan Inodel 
The changes made to the fan model only involve the communication of data from one 
node to another. For this reason it is assumed that if the fan model works for one blade 
root stagger angle, it will work for the others that is has previously been validated for. 
The fan model has been validated for Iroot = 58° to 11'oot = 62° For this investigation 
the blade root stagger angle Iroot = 59° is used. 
3.4.1 Comparison of the two fans 
The first check was whether the two fans operate the same. They were created identi-
cally, and had the same boundary conditions. If the fan performance characteristics of 
the two fans differ greatly, then the parallelization of the UDF will have failed. From 
Table (3.2) it is clear that the two fans produce the same fan performance characteris-
tics, and hence the parallelization of the fan model was successful. 
3.4.2 Comparison with experimental results 
The comparison of the numerical and experimental results was made using the results of 
one of the fans tested. The results of the numerical simulations show a good correlation 
to the experimental results. This can be seen graphically in Figures (3.6) to (3.8). The 
fan static pressure shows a good correlation; the worst correlation was for flow rate lower 
then that of the the peak fan static efficiency. The fan static power was under-predicted, 
which is similar to the findings by Meyer [1]. This was attributed to frictional losses not 
accounted for by the model, which include: physical rotational instabilities that increase 
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3.4. Results of the parallelized fan model 
Fan 1 Fan 2 Fan 1 Fan 2 Fan 1 Fan 2 
V llPFS llPFS PR PR T/FS T/FS 
(m3 / s) (Pa) (Pa) (W) (W) (%) (%) 
12 286.296 286.283 5649.413 5648.740 60.8 60.8 
14 258.420 258.417 5818.242 5817.612 62.2 62.2 
15 239.186 239.183 5832.490 5831.868 61.5 61.5 
16 216.033 216.034 5784.966 5784.347 59.8 59.8 
18 157.431 157.439 5444.087 5443.540 52.1 52.1 
19 126.582 126.583 5199.406 5198.914 46.3 46.3 
Table 3.2: Comparison between the fan static pressure rise of the validation fans 
the mechanical losses, as well as the tip effects caused by the fan blade tip clearance. 
The power does however produce the same trend. The over-predicted value for fan static 


















BS 848: Type A ~ B-Fan: 8 Bladed __ Bruneau 
50 
0 
Fan Casing Diameter: 1.542m ___ Stinnes 
Blade Root Stagger Angle: 59' ___ Numerical 
Rotational Speed: 750rpm 
~MeJ'er 
11 13 15 19 21 23 
Figure 3.6: Comparison of fan static pressure rise vs. flow rate 
It can be concluded that the fan model accurately simulates the flow field in the vicinity 
of an axial flow fan on a hexahedral mesh. 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of fan static efficiency rise vs. flow rate 
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Investigation of turbulence models 
During the literature survey on wind profiles, it was obvious that the k - E turbulence 
model is not appropriate for bluff body flow [29, 30, 31, 32]. This is due to the fact that 
the k - E turbulence model over-predicts the production of turbulent kinetic energy, k. 
Since a wind profile will be used in the numerical analysis a more suitable turbulence 
model is required. An investigation of the effect of different turbulence models on the 
fan performance characteristics is required in order to ensure that the fan model re-
produces the appropriate results using other turbulence models. Only the turbulence 
models available in FLUENT@ will be evaluated, using the default constants in each 
case. 
4.1 Geometry and Mesh Description 
The level of convergence will be the criteria on which the turbulence models was elim-
inated, i.e. the turbulence models that do not allow the solution to fully converge will 
be discarded. This will eliminate turbulence models that require a higher mesh density 
in order to produce reasonable results. Since the geometry used for the fan model vali-
dation converged satisfactorily it will be used to investigate the appropriateness of the 
turbulence models. 
The effect of the type of mesh on the results will also be investigated as the final mesh is 
unlikely to be a full structured mesh. A structured mesh consists of a regular arrange-
ment of cells, where as an unstructured mesh does not. The plenum of the ACHE to be 
simulated is a delta plenum which forms a triangular prism. This makes a tetrahedral 
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4. Investigation of turbulence models 
mesh the obvious choice, as a hexahedral mesh will have skewed elements in the corners 
of the plenum. Using tetrahedral cells in the surrounding areas will also help reduce 
the cell count, as tetrahedral cells lend themselves well to cell size growth. Hexahedral 
cells get skewed if growth is required and if the volume they are created in is prismatic 
in nature. The overall cell count can be kept down, by having a sparsely meshed atmo-
sphere surrounding the ACHE bank. Initially the turbulence models will be tested on 
the hexahedral mesh used in Chapter 3, then the tetrahedral mesh will be tested. 
Figure 4.1: View of the tetrahedral mesh of the actuator disc 
The fan swept region will be meshed using triangular prisms, such that the cells in 
the actuator disc and upstream and downstream discs are identical. The actuator disc 
contained approximately 2900 cells. The mesh can be seen in Figure (4.1). The t urbu-
lence models used on the tetrahedral mesh will be those that performed the best on the 
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4.2. Turbulence models 
hexahedral mesh. 
4.2 Turbulence models 
The turbulence models available in FLUENT® are as follows: 








Table 4.1: Turbulence models to be investigated 
Some of the models have additional options to take care of a variety of flows, where this 
is the case the difference amongst the options will be compared. 
4.3 Method 
The simulations were performed in the same manner as they were for the validation, 
i.e., the flow rate will be varied and plotted against the fan static pressure, fan power 
and fan static efficiency. The results of Bruneau [3] were used for comparison. 
The next turbulence model to be investigated will then be selected and the range of 
flow rates are tested again. For all cases standard wall functions were used, since the 
boundary layer will not be resolved in the large scale simulation. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
Some of the turbulence models tested did not converge for some of, or all of the flow 
rates. This eliminates them as prospective options since the flow rate a wide range of 
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4. Investigation of turbulence models 
flow rates were required to be tested. The turbulence models that did not converge are 
as follows: 
• The RN G k - E. 
• The RSM turbulence model, along with various combinations of the options. 
• The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. 
• The SST k - w turbulence model, along with various combinations of the options 
Furthermore, some of the turbulence models reached the default turbulent viscosity ra-
tio limit imposed by FLUENT@ . These turbulence models are also deemed unsuitable, 
since the final solution will be affected by turbulent viscosity ratio limitation. If the 
turbulent viscosity ratio is limited the viscosity of the fluid has exceeded a realistic 
value. The only turbulence model to do this was the Standard k - w model, including 
all possible variations of the options. The limitation occurred at the higher flow rates. 
This leaves only the Standard k - E and the Realizable k - E turbulence models. The 
fan characteristic curves can be seen in Figures (4.2) - (4.4). It can be seen that the 
Standard k ~ E is the better of the two over the whole range, while the Realizable k - E 
turbulence model is slightly better for the higher flow rates. 
Even though the standard k - E turbulence model is unable to deal with bluff body flow, 
it will be used for all the simulations, including those that make use of the wind profile. 
When wind is applied to the simulations it could possibly degrade the fans performance, 
thus putting it in the region that the Realizable k - E performs the worst. 
Figures (4.5) - (4.7) show the comparison between a hexahedral grid and a tetrahedral 
grid. The comparison between the different mesh types did not produce an appreciable 
difference in results. The largest difference occurs at the lower flow rates. 
The results from the tetrahedral grid are thus accurate enough for the current inves-
tigation. The large difference at the lower flow rates will result in the perirr;eter fans 
performing worse than expected. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the fan power for different turbulence models 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of tetrahedral and hexahedral mesh fan static pressure curves 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of tetrahedral and hexahedral mesh fan static efficiency curves 
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5. Fan scaling investigation 
Chapter 5 
Fan scaling investigation 
The ACHE to be simulated has a fan diameter of dFC = 10m. Therefore it is essential 
to validate the fan model for a fan of dFC = 10m, in order to ensure that the fan model 
will work for a fan of this size, and produce meaningful results. Unfortunately there is 
no experimental data for a B-Fan of this size, therefore the fan scaling laws will be used 
as a comparison. 
5.1 The fan laws 
The fan laws are a set of equations that can be used to scale experimental result based 
on difference of the dimensions of the fans. The fan laws are based on the premise that 
fans of different sizes will have similarities in their respective velocity fields. The fan laws 
however do not make provision for fan blade Reynolds number and surface roughness 
differences [33]. The fan laws are as follows [6, 33]: 
V' = (NI) (d~'C)3 
V N dFC 
(NI)2 (d~'C)2 N dFC 
(NI) 3 (d~,c) 5 N dFc 
I 
7]FS = 7]FS 
The primed values are those of the scaled fan. 
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The scaled simulations are conducted in the same manner as those for the fan validation. 
The scaled values to be used were calculated first. According to Daly [34] excessive 
sound power levels are produced when the fan blade tip speed exceeds 60m/ s. For 
this reason the rotational speed of the large fan will be restricted to N = 115rpm. The 
flow rates used in Chapter 3 were scaled up to obtain the flow rates to be used for the 
scaled simulations. The flow rates range from V = 500m3 / s to V = 800m3 / s. The 
large fan performance characteristics were then calculated. Similarly these are done the 
same way as described in Chapter 3. These measured values are then compared to the 
scaled values obtained by using the fan scaling laws. For the scaling validation only the 
best performing turbulence models are considered, namely the standard k - E and the 
realizable k - E. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
After initial simulations it was found that the solution failed to converge for the lowest 
flow rate to be tested (V = 501.83m3 / s). This was thought to be attributed to the re-
circulation at the hub region of the actuator disk. Thus the actuator disk was re-meshed 
to contain three layers of cells, instead of one. This resulted in the solution converging. 
The correlation between the fan laws and the numerical results at lower flow rates is not 
as good as those at the higher flow rates. This is shown in Figures (5.1) - (5.3). 
In an attempt to minimize the discrepancy, the actuator disk was re-meshed again to 
have six layers. The results were not appreciably different from the three layered ac-
tuator disk. Meyer and Kroger [33] performed a similar investigation using a fan with 
a diameter of dFC = 9m. Instead of simulating the entire ducted region, only a thin 
axisymmetrical slice was modeled. The values obtained showed a better correlation than 
those of the current investigation. For this reason this geometry was investigated to see 
if the error is due to the large scale used. Due to the axisymmetric nature of the study, 
the flow could be constrained in a manner present in the full three-dimensional model. 
In an axisymmetrical model the flow leaving the periodic boundary is made to enter the 
other periodic boundary in the same manner that it left, this could dampen out the flow 
field. 
The geometry used for the comparison with Meyer and Kroger [33] can be seen in Fig-
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the scaled fan static pressure curves 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the scaled fan power curves 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of fan static efficiency for an axi-symmetric model and a full 
three-dimensional model 
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5. Fan scaling investigation 
performance characteristics deviate from the scaled numerical results at the lower flow 
rates. It is expected that the flow rate of some of the fans in the ACHE, which is yet 
to be tested will be lowered due to inlet losses. Hence at the large scale some of the 
simulations might not converge. 
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Heat exchanger calibration 
Every heat exchanger has a certain set of performance characteristics which gives an 
indication of how the flow over the heat exchanger is affected. For this investigation to 
produce meaningful results, the fluid passing through the porous region must behave in 
the same manner as a heat exchanger. 
6.1 Heat exchanger description 
The heat exchangers to be simulated are elliptical tube, rectangular plate fin heat ex-
changers [35]. The combination of the elliptical tube and the fins ensures that the air 
passing over the heat exchanger exits perpendicular to the plane of the heat exchanger. 
The heat exchangers was modeled as a rectangular volume that has the same dimensions 
of the heat exchanger bundle. This volume can therefore be coarsely meshed as the fins 
and the elliptical tube are omitted. 
The heat exchanger performance curve gives an indication of the pressure drop across 
the heat exchanger for a given velocity. In order to reproduce the heat exchanger perfor-
mance curve the rectangular volume was defined as a porous medium. FLUENT® makes 
it possible to specify the direction of the porosity. In so doing the flow can be restricted 
in the plane of the heat exchanger, and only allow flow perpendicular to it. FLUENT® 
also makes provision for a flow resistance to be applied in the porous medium, thereby 
applying a resistance to air flowing through the volume. 
The flow resistance of the heat exchanger is dependent on the velocity of the flow 
through it. The resistance can be specified as either a viscous or an inertial resistance, 
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Figure 6.1: Cross sectional view of the heat exchanger, showing the tubes that contain 
the process fluid 
or both. To ensure that the flow was perpendicular to the plane of the heat exchanger 
the resistance in the plane of the heat exchanger was specified as being much higher. 
FL UENT@ recommends setting the inertial resistance be at least a 1000 times larger in 
the plane of resistance [14]. 
6.2 Empirical Analysis 
Kroger [6] performed numerous experiments with heat exchanger and developed a set 
of empirical equations that define the pressure drop characteristics of a set of heat ex-
changers. These equations will be used to develop the characteristic curve of the heat 
exchanger to be used for the simulations. 
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6.2. Empirical Analysis 
6.2.1 Governing Equations 
The pressure drop created across a heat exchanger is described as follows [6]: 
(6.1 ) 
Where f'::1Pt is the total pressure drop across the heat exchanger which must be supplied 
by the fan, K(}t is the total loss co-efficient of a heat exchanger in a delta configuration, 
and VHE is the air velocity through the heat exchanger. K(}t is the sum of all the losses 
incurred due to the heat exchanger configuration. 
The losses that are taken into account are : 
• The pressure drop across the heat exchanger itself, K HE 
• The loss due to the fluid contraction at the inlet of the fins, Kci 
• The downstream jetting loss, Kdj 
• The outlet losses Ko 
Thus it follows that: 
Total loss = (heat exchanger loss) + (inlet contraction loss, corrected for oblique flow) 
+ (jetting loss) + (outlet loss) 
Or 
K(}t = KHE + (Si~8m - 1) [( Si~8m - 1) + 2K2i·5] + Kdj + Ko (6.2) 
The value of KHE is calculated using the following relationship 
(6.3) 






8m is the mean flow incidence angle, formed by a semi-apex angle of 8, is determined 
usmg 
8m = 0.001982 + 0.91338 - 3.1558 
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6. Heat exchanger calibration 
The inlet contraction loss, Kci is caused by the fluid separation at the entrance of the 
heat exchanger fins, and is calculated using the following equations: 
fJc 0.6144517 + 0.04566493fJ21 - 0.336651(fJ2d2 + 0.4082743(fJ2d3 




Where Kc is the contraction loss, fJc is the contraction ratio, fJ21 is the ratio of the flow 
area between the fins at the leading edge to the corresponding area upstream of the fins. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the ACHE, showing the dimensions that affect the loss 
The jetting loss is attributed to the reduction in the area which the flow must pass 
through. The air leaves the heat exchangers perpendicularly, and is then forced through 
the space between the steam ducts. The jetting loss can be calculated using the following 
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6.3. Operating point calculations 
equation: 
K~ [ (293291 (~: r -289188 (~:) ) (~:) (~:) en 04 
+ (~:) (e -33797xlO-'O'+58601xlO-'O, 236987 (~:) ) 05]2 (6.9) 
The variables in Equation 6.9 are shown in Figure (6.2). Finally, the outlet losses can 
be determined with Equation (6.10). 
I<o [ (2.93291 (~,:) 2 _ 2.89188 (~:) ) (~;) 3 
+19874 - 3.02783 Ct) + 2.0187 (;2,) '] (~:) (6.10) 
It can be seen from the above equations the resistance of the heat exchanger is dependent 
on configuration and the flow field it experiences. The dimensions of the geometry were 
therefore held constant, and the flow dependent variables were altered. The values that 
can be readily altered are a and b used in the KHE equation (Equation 6.3. These 
variables, a and b, change the resistance caused by flow through the heat exchanger. 
This is the largest of the resistances, and will therefore have the largest effect. 
6.3 Operating point calculations 
In order to determine the systems operating point it is necessary to solve Equation (6.1) 
by substituting the fan static pressure equation for the total pressure loss. The substi-
tution is done because all of the energy lost by the heat exchanger must be supplied 
by the fan. The velocity of the air passing the fan must however be converted to the 
velocity of the air passing through the heat exchanger, since the resistance is applied to 
air flowing passed through the heat exchanger. 
To do the substitution the fan static pressure equation is needed. This is derived by 
determining the fan static pressure change with respect to volume flow rate. This was 
done by plotting the fan static pressure versus the volume flow rate, and obtaining the 
equation of the resulting curve. Due to the possibility of the full scale model not being 
stable at low flow rates, the dFc = 1.542m B-fan, with a blade root stagger angle of 
Troot = 59° was used to calculate the operating point. The relationship can be expressed 
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6. Heat exchanger calibration 
as: 
t:..PFS = -1.7697vfan + 31.859vfan + 159.07 (6.11) 
Since the volume flow rate through the fan is the volume flow rate through the heat 
exchanger, to satisfy continuity. This can then be converted to the fan static pressure 
change with respect to the air velocity through the heat exchanger. Thus Equation 
(6.11) becomes: 
t:..PFS = -82.966v1E + 218.04vHE + 159.22 
Equation (6.12) can now be substituted in to Equation (6.1), which produces: 
212 
-82.966vHE + 218.04vHE + 159.22 = K(Jt . 2PVHE 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
The velocity used in Equation (6.13) coincides with the flow rate deemed to be sufficient 
for the current purposes. Since the investigation is isothermal, the main requirement 
is that the flow rate be higher then that of maximum fan static efficiency. The flow 
rate chosen was V = 16.5m3 / s, which corresponds to VHE = 2.41076m/ s. The values of 
a and b in Equation (6.3) are now adjusted to obtain the resistance that correlates to 
the chosen flow rate. In order to ensure realistic results the initial values specified were 
taken from literature [6, 35J and adjusted slightly until they satisfied Equation (6.13). 
The values a = 4177.085 and b = -0.365 were found to produce a sufficient resistance 
to satisfy Equation (6.13). 
6.4 Resistance calculations 
Once the heat exchanger performance characteristics were determined, they were con-
verted to a set of values that FLUENT® can use to reproduce these characteristics. 
When a region had been specified as being a porous region, FL UENT® applied a source 
term to the momentum equation in this region [14J. The source term for a simple 
homogeneous porous region is described by Equation (6.14). 
(6.14) 
Where 1. is the viscous resistance and C2 is the inertial resistance. The momentum o 
equation can be simplified to relate the source term to a pressure drop, or 
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6.4. Resistance calculations 
Which can be rewritten as 
(6.16) 
Where lln is the thickness of the porous region. For these calculations the actual thick-
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Figure 6.3: Heat exchanger performance curve 
The the performance characteristics of the heat exchanger needs to be written in a 
form such that the resistance is specified as a pressure loss that is proportional to the 
velocity. This is done by calculating the pressure drop across the heat exchanger, using 
the constants previously calculated, for various flow rates. The curve produced can be 
seen in Figure (6.3). This is the curve that FLUENT® will be required to recreate. The 
equation of this curve was found to be: 
IIp = 18.944v2 + 30.613v 
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6. Heat exchanger calibration 
Substituting in the model constants of J-l = 1.7894 X 10-5 , P = 1.225kg/m3 and [j.n = 
0.037m produces the desired constants. The values used are as follows: 
C2 = 835.913 (6.20) 
1 
= 46237750 (6.21) 
The values of C2 and 1. must be specified to act perpendicular to the plane of the heat Q 
exchanger. To restrict the flow in the plane of the heat exchanger the value of C2 in 
the plane of the heat exchanger was made to be 100000. This is more then 1000 times 
larger than the value of C2 perpendicular to the plane of the heat exchanger. 
6.5 Heat Exchanger validation 
The values of C2 and 1. needed to be tested to ensure they produce the correct trends. Q 
This was done by creating a test section with a heat exchanger in it, and compare the 
performance curves to those of the empirically derived heat exchangers. The test section 
can be seen in Figure (6.4). Inspecting Equation (6.16) the only dimension of interest 
is the thickness of the heat exchanger in the flow direction. This is the reason that the 
porous region is made [j.n = 0.037m thick, which is the thickness of the heat exchanger 
to be used in the ACHE. The length and breadth of the heat exchanger are equal in 
length and are arbitrarily chosen. 
To reproduce the curve in Figure (6.3), it was necessary to vary the flow rate through the 
heat exchanger and plot the static pressure drop versus volume flow rate. The results 
of this can be seen in Figure (6.5). 
The correlation of the numerical and the empirical data is very good. It was therefore 
concluded that the pressure drop across the heat exchangers is reproduced appropriately. 
Heat exchangers, however are usually characterized by plotting the heat exchanger loss 
co-efficient, KHE versus the characteristic flow parameter, Ry [6, 35]. The graph shown 
in Figure (6.5) is converted to comply with this convention. The discrepancy shown in 
Figure (6.5) and (6.6) is due to having to adjust the curve in Figure (6.4) such that it 
intersects the axes at (0,0). The adjustment is legitimate as when there is no air flow 
there can be no resistance. Equation (6.14) also requires that the curve intersects at 
(0,0) to be solved. 
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Figure 6.4: Side view of the geometry used to validate the heat exchanger 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the numerical and the empirical heat exchanger performance 
curves 
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The fan model and the heat exchangers have been developed and validated and have 
shown that they produce realistic results. The amalgamation of these components needs 
to be tested to ensure that they produce realistic results. This is done by constructing 
a delta plenum air-cooled heat exchanger and investigating it's performance under ideal 
inlet conditions. According to Duvenhage et al. [9], a bell-mouth inlet shroud produces 
the least inlet loss when compared to cylindrical and conical inlet shrouds. The ACHE 
will be considered to operate appropriately if the numerical volumetric flow rate through 
the fan matches the analytically calculated operating point volume flow rate. 
7.1 Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
The geometry of the ACHE to be modeled is a scaled down version of the geometry 
used by Dunn [27]. The unscaled geometry had a fan diameter of 10m, and the heat 
exchangers were 12m x 12m x O.24m. As mentioned before, with the constraint on the 
number of cells the large geometry would not converge. The geometry was scaled down 
such that the fan would have a fan diameter of d fe = 1.542m, to correlate to the vali-
dated fans. The scaled down dimensions can be seen in Figure (7.1). The dimensions 
used are generic, and based on suggestions in literature [6]. 
Salta and Kroger [7] stated that the ideal volume flow rate through an ACHE oc-
curs in the absence of inlet disturbances. The geometry created thus has a cylindrical 
"atmospheric" region which contains no obstructions. To simulate the atmospheric re-
gion, the boundaries were set as being pressure inlets, as can be seen in Figure (7.2). 
The geometry upstream of the fan is constructed according to the conditions used to 
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7. ACHE validation 
I 
) \ 
Figure 7.1: Dimensions of the ACHE to be modeled 
calculate the operating point in Chapter 6. This means that the heat exchanger must be 
at 60° to the plane of fan rotation, the steam duct must be present, and the dimensions 
as those that are used to calculate the resistance curves. The geometry to be investi-
gated can be seen in Figure (7.2). 
During the operating point calculations in Chapter 6 the effect. of adjacent heat exchang-
ers was taken into account. Therefore the effect of adjacent ACHE's must be considered. 
This is achieved by specifying the walls on the perimeter of the ACHE, upstream of the 
fan, to be symmetry planes. Symmetry planes act similar to walls but reflect the in-
fluence of the flow, back on itself, without imposing wall functions [14J. The symmetry 
plains thus have the same effect. as adjacent ACHE's would have, if they were modeled. 
The heat exchangers are specified as being porous media, with the coefficients specified 
such that the flow can only exit the heat exchanger perpendicular to the plane of the 
heat exchanger. The coefficients calculated in Chapter 6 were used to specify the resis-
tance characteristics. The plane of the heat exchanger had to he determined however, in 
order to specify the direction of flow. This was done by creating a surface that is flush 
with one of the surfaces of the heat exchanger, and then retrieving from FLUENT® the 
normal to that surface, as well as a vector in the plane of the heat exchanger. 
For the fan model, three discs were created, as in Chapter 3 and 4. The characteristics 
used are as follows: 
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Figure 7.2: Geometry used to investigate ideal inlet conditions 
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7. ACHE validation 
Fan casing diameter dFC = 1.542m 
Hub diameter dFH = 0.616m 
Tip clearance 4mm 
Rotational speed N = 750RPM 
Blade root stagger angle IToot = 59° 
Table 7.1: Fan characteristics used for the ideal volume flow rate simulations 
The simulations will be performed using the standard k - f: turbulence model, using 
the default coefficients. The SIMPLEC pressure velocity coupling algorithm will be 
used instead of the default SIMPLE algorithm. The under relaxation factors are set as 
follows: 
Default Used 
Pressure 0.3 0.2 
Density 1 1 
Body Forces 1 1 
Momentum 0.7 0.5 
Turbulence Kinetic Energy 0.8 0.8 
Turbulence Dissipation Rate 0.8 0.8 
Turbulent Viscosity 1 1 
Table 7.2: Under-relaxation factors used for this investigation 
These under-relaxation factors will be used for all further simulations. All the simula-
tions are done in single precision, which is not as accurate as double precision. Therefore 
the first order upwind discretization scheme was used. The first order upwind discretiza-
tion scheme is only first order accurate. The standard discretization scheme is used for 
the discretization of pressure. 
7.2 Results and Discussion 
In Chapter 6 the ideal volume flow rate through an ACHE was calculated. This was done 
by including only the resistances downstream of the fan. In this section the geometry 
was created that has only downstream resistances. The ideal volume flow rate through 
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7.2. Results and Discussion 
the system can now be calculated. Volume flow rate is defined as 
V=i!·A (7.1 ) 
Where i! is the average velocity, and A is the cross sectional area, perpendicular to 
the average velocity vector. Thus to calculate the volume flow rate the area weighted 
average velocity, perpendicular to the fan, was calculated. The surface over which the 
calculations are performed was the upstream surface of the downstream, or outlet disc. 
By using this surface, consistency in the measurements is ensured, as this face never 
moves with relation to the other discs or the fan. 
The volume flow rate was found to be V = 16.635m3 / s. The calculated volume flow 
rate was V = 16.5m3 / s, making the difference 0.8%. It can therefore be concluded that 
the numerical model can be used to evaluate ACHE's, because the error is negligable. 
A large scale ACHE was simulated in order to investigate whether meaningful results 
could be produced, and test whether the problems at low flow rates experienced during 
the fan validation would be problematic. To ensure that the inertial and viscous coeffi-
cients were appropriate, the coefficient calculated by Dunn [27J were used. It was found 
that for the large scale ACHE's the turbulent viscosity was limited in a large majority 
of cells. 
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8. Effect of ground clearance on a single row of ACHE's 
Chapter 8 
Effect of ground clearance on a 
single row of ACHE's 
Now that the ACHE model has been shown to produce meaningful results, it can be 
used to investigate the effects of ground clearance on a row of ACHE's. All the fans 
draw in air from the same location, the area between the symmetry planes on the side 
view in Figure 8.1. As the fan platform height is reduced this area is reduced, which 
induces cross flow on the fans closest to the perimeter of the bank. It has been shown 
that these cross-flows reduce the volumetric effectiveness of the fans [6,7, 8, 9, 11], and 
thus the cooling capacity of the ACHE. 
8.1 Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
The geometry used will be a row of the ACHE's identical to those in Chapter 7. Figure 
8.1 shows how the ACHE bank is constructed and the location of the symmetry planes. 
The symmetry planes are positioned such that they are the planes that experience no 
through flow. To create the ACHE bank, the fan-heat exchanger units will be connected 
end to end, as shown in Figure (8.2). The volumes below the fan are removed individ-
ually until the required platform height is attained. The volumes above the ACHE 
are used to break up the domain, in order to better control the mesh. The symmetry 
boundaries on the sides and the rear of the ACHE row are used to account for the effect 
of the adjacent rows. This also means that the ACHE simulated only has to be half the 
length of the ACHE bank required. The heat exchangers and the actuator discs are set 
up as mentioned before. The fan model constants, and the solver constants specified in 
Chapter 7 are used. 
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8.1. Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
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D Representative fan-heat exchanger combination 
Symmetry planes 
Figure 8.1: Schematic of the 2 fan ACHE bank, showing symmetry plane locations 
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Figure 8.2: Schematic of the geometry to be modeled, showing boundary conditions 
The following scenario's will be simulated: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 ACHE's in a row, 
using the following platform heights HdFP = 5.5,4.5,3.5,2.5,1.5,0.75, where HFP is the 
FC 
platform height above ground, and dFC is the fan casing diameter. For a single ACHE, 
there will be only 2 symmetry planes and the ACHE will be open to the atmosphere on 
opposite sides, the left and the right of Figure (8.2). The numbering convention for all 
multiple fan systems to be tested from here on is as follows: 
• Fan 1 is the fan that is situated at the origin, (0,0,0) and is the peripheral fan, 
and thus closest to the ACHE bank periphery. 
• Fan 2 - fan N is the next fan in the direction of the ACHE row, where N is the 
number of fans in the system. 
• For an N x M array of fans that make up the ACHE bank, Fan 2 is the next fan 
in the negative Y direction. When the end of the current column is reached, i.e., 
fan N, the next consecutive fan number N + 1 starts in the next column in the 
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8.1. Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
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N 
Symmetry Plane 
Figure 8.3: Fan numbering scheme used 





~ Symmetry Plane 
Figure 8.4: Example of the numbering used for a 3X3 fan system 
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8. Effect of ground clearance on a single row of ACHE's 
positive X direction in line with fan 1, as shown in Figure 8.3. An example of a 
3 x 3 fan system is given in Figure 8.4. 
8.2 Results and Discussion 
Salta and Kroger [7J experimentally investigated the effect of ground clearance on the 
volumetric effectiveness of a fan. The volumetric effectiveness of a fan is the ratio of 
the volume flow rate of air drawn through the fan, compared to the ideal volume flow 
rate for the same fan. Salta and Kroger [7J presented the volumetric effectiveness as a 
function of the dimensionless platform height X, such that : 
v (-X) 
- = 0.985- e 
Vid 
Where for fan system with 2 or more fans 
or 







In Equation 8.2 and 8.3, Hpp is the fan platform height, dpc is the diameter of the 
fan, and nf is the number of fans. Use of the symmetry plane means that nf will be 
twice the number modeled, except in the single ACHE case. For the multiple fan ACHE 
configurations, the system average volume flow rate is used to calculate the volumetric 
effectiveness. Meyer [l1J did numerical investigations of Salta and Kroger's [7J experi-
ments and found a good correlation between the numerical and experimental results. 
It should be noted that in Figure (8.5) to (8.10) "Empirical" refers to the values ob-
tained using Equation 8.1 and 8.2 or 8.3, depending on the number of ACHE's. The 
numerical plot is the one obtained in the current investigation. 
In general the correlation is good, with the trends repeatedly reproduced. This shows 
that the numerical model does produce reasonable results, and can be used to investigate 
proposed techniques to improve the effectiveness of the system. The discrepancy is 
thought to be system related, as Salta and Kroger [7J used a test facility comprised of 
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8.2. Results and Discussion 
a set of fans and Meyer [I1J used a porous region downstream of the fan. Neither of 
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Figure 8.5: The volumetric effectiveness of a 1 ACHE system 
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Figure 8.6: The volumetric effectiveness of a 2 ACHE system 
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8. Effect of ground clearance on a single row of ACHE's 
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Figure 8.7: The volumetric effectiveness of a 4 ACHE system 
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Figure 8.8: The volumetric effectiveness of a 6 ACHE system 
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8.2. Results and Discussion 
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Figure 8.9: The volumetric effectiveness of a 8 ACHE system 
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Figure 8.10: The volumetric effectiveness of a 12 ACHE system 
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9. Effect of a walkway on the volumetric effectiveness 
Chapter 9 
Effect of a walkway on the 
volumetric effectiveness 
Previous experimental and numerical investigations suggest that the addition of a walk-
way on the perimeter of the fan platform increases the volumetric effectiveness of the 
periphery fans [7, 11]. The experiments carried out by Salta and Kroger [7], and the nu-
merical simulations carried out by Meyer [11] investigated the effect of a walkway were 
done using only two fans, or a four fan system when symmetry is considered. In the nu-
merical investigation Meyer [l1J investigated the effect of one size walkway. The 12 fan 
system, and 8 fan system configurations investigated in Chapter 8 will be investigated 
as well, thus investigating if the current trends are applicable for larger ACHE's. 
9.1 Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
To simulate the effect of a walkway, an infinitely thin wall is attached to the fan platform, 
as shown in Figure 9.1. The width is measured from the side of the platform to the 
edge, the length is the same as the length of the ACHE, 1.85m. For the simulations 
in this section the boundary conditions will be set up identically to those in Chapter 
8. The only difference is the addition of a walkway of varying width. The widths to 
be investigated are the same as those used in the investigation by Salta and Kroger [7], 
and are listed in Table 9.1. The ratio dWw is the ratio of the walkway width to the fan 
Fe 
diameter. 
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Figure 9.1: ACHE schematic showing the location of the walkway 







Table 9.1: Walkway widths to be investigated 
9.2 Results and Discussion 
Meyer [11] found that the inlet loss of the first fan was predominantly due to separation 
losses in the bell mouth. By adding a walkway the region of separation is moved to 
the region between the bell mouth and the walkway. Since the aim of the walkway is 
to improve the volumetric effectiveness of the system, the results in this section will be 
compared to the results of the ACHE's that do not have a walkway. The results from the 
Chapter 8 will be used as the basis for comparison. Unlike in Chapter 8, the volumetric 
effectiveness is not averaged over all the fans. Instead the volumetric effectiveness of 
the first and second fans are shown. If the system volumetric effectiveness is used, it is 
difficult to visualize the difference, as the largest improvement occur at the peripheral 
fans. The peripheral fans are also the ones of interest, in this investigation. 
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9. Effect of a walkway on the volumetric effectiveness 
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Figure 9.2: Effect of a walkway on the first fan of a 4 fan system 
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Figure 9.3: Effect of a walkway on the second fan of a 4 fan system 
When referring to Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3 it can be seen that the addition of the walk-
way does improve the volumetric effectiveness of the individual fans. The effect of adding 
a wider walkway adds only a marginal increase in performance, and at dWw = 0.317 it 
FC 
reaches a maximum, as shown in Figure 9.4. This is consistent with the experimental 
data taken from Salta and Kroger [7]. For the 4 fan system the experimental results are 
taken from Salta and Kroger [7]. 
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Figure 9.4: The volumetric effectiveness of a 4 fan system as a function of the walkway 
width 
The difference between the numerical results in this investigation, those of Meyer [11 J 
and the experimental work done by Salta and Kroger [7) might be caused by a coarse 
mesh. To investigate this a finer mesh was generated, such that the number of cells 
in the region of the bell mouth doubled. This is referred to as FINE in Figures (9.5) 
and (9.6). The mesh inside the bell mouth, and in the surrounding area was then again 
increased, such that the mesh density inside the bell mouth increased by a factor of 
three and in the surrounding region there were twice as many cells. This is referred to 
as FINER in Figures (9.5) and (9.6). It can be seen from Figures (9.5) and (9.6) that 
the difference is results is not tied to the grid density. It is thought that the discrep-
ancy could be due to system effects, as in previous investigations the plenum, and the 
atmosphere above it were not modeled. 
It can be seen that the effect of the walkway is recreated using the model. The val-
ues are slightly different, but the trend is reproduced. To this end the results for the 
8 fan and the 12 fan system should be meaningful. Figures (9.7) and (9.8) show the 
effect of the walkway on an 8 fan system. It is clear that the effect of the walkway is 
more pronounced on the first fan then on the second fan. The largest change occurs for 
fan platform heights that are not recommended for commercial use, therefore the ad-
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Figure 9.5: Effect of grid density on the first fan of a 4 fan system 
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Figure 9.6: Effect of grid density on the second fan of a 4 fan system 
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Figure 9.13: Effect of a walkway on the second fan of a 12 fan system 
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10. Investigation of a NxM array of ACHE's 
Chapter 10 
Investigation of a NxM array of 
ACHE's 
It has been shown that the periphery fan in an ACHE row that is part of an infinitely long 
ACHE bank operates at the lowest volumetric effectiveness. A finite length ACHE bank 
is, however, of more interest since it now contains a corner fan. The corner fan in such 
a bank will now be the first fan in two directions, but will have a larger area through 
which to draw in air. In this chapter it will be investigated whether the volumetric 
effectiveness of the corner fan now be better or worse off. 
10.1 Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
In this investigation, three different configurations of ACHE array's will be simulated. 
The geometry includes a bank that has 2x2, 4x4, and 6x6 fans. This was achieved by 
having 2 perpendicular symmetry plains, as shown in Figure (8.3), and using 1, 4, and 9 
fans respectively. These configurations can be seen in Figures (10.1), (10.2), and (10.3). 
The atmospheric regions opposite the symmetry planes were made to be the same width 
as each other. Aside from this difference, the configuration is the same as that described 
in the previous chapters. The 6x6 ACHE array, which had approximately 8 million cells, 
was the largest to be simulated, as a 8x8 ACHE exceeded the computational resources 
available. 
In the previous investigations the air was constrained to flow in the direction of fan 1 to 
fan N. In this investigation this was not the case as the ACHE was open to atmosphere 
on two sides now, instead of one. This made the solution much more sensitive to the 
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Figure 10.2: 4x4 ACHE schematic 
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Figure 10.3: 6x6 ACHE schematic 
Pressure 
inlet 
mesh used. It was found that the mesh had to be predominantly hexahedral, otherwise 
the simulation did not converge properly; the residuals acted erratically. This is thought 
to be due the the less constrained nature of the flow field in the region of a corner in 
the ACHE bank. The mesh surrounding the ACHE array thus had to be refined. The 
ACHE row from an infinitely long ACHE bank, as investigated in previous chapters will 
be referred to as Nx1 ACHE banks for the rest of the report. 
10.2 Results and Discussion 
The empirical formula defined by Equation 8.1 that was used previously as a basis for 
comparison is not strictly valid in this section, as the ACHE's tested are not part of a 
infinitely long bank of ACHE rows. It is useful however to show how the peripheral fans 
at the edge of a bank of ACHE's perform in comparison to those in the middle of an 
infinitely long ACHE bank, where the empirical formula is valid. 
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of volumetric effectiveness of a 2x2 bank of ACHE's 
10.2.1 Results of the 2x2 ACHE bank 
As a basis for comparison, the volumetric effectiveness of the Nxl ACHE banks inves-
tigated previously will also be used to indicate the relative difference between results. 
This comparison is useful because it has been shown that the numerical and the empir-
ical data have some discrepancies. An example of which can be seen in Figure (10.4). 
From Figure (10.4) it can be seen that when not constrained on either side, the ACHE 
has a better volumetric effectiveness at lower platform heights. From this investigation 
it is still uncertain as to the cause of the improvement. 
10.2.2 Results of the 4x4 ACHE bank 
To investigate the possible cause of the improvement a 4x4 ACHE is modeled. A com-
parison of the system volumetric effectiveness of the 4x4 ACHE can be seen in figure 
(10.5). It is evident here that the system average volumetric effectiveness is higher then 
that of the Nx1 4 fan system. It was concluded that the edge fans must have some 
effect, and could be the cause of the improvement. The improvement could be due to 
the increased area that the fans can draw air from, which could have resulted in a lower 
Centre for Research in Computational Applied Mechanics 
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Figure 10.6: Comparison of volumetric effectiveness of each fan in a 4x4 ACHE 
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Figure 10.7: Diagrammatic representation of the diagonal fans in a 4x4 ACHE 
The individual volumetric effectiveness of each fan in the 4x4 ACHE is plotted in Fig-
ure (10.6). This was done to investigate how the individual fans perform, thus finding 
which fans contributes to the improvement. Referring to Figure (10.7) fan 1 and fan 4 
are almost symmetrical with respect to the diagonal (i.e. the line joining fan 2 and 3), 
except for the rotational direction of the fan. For this reason it is felt that they should 
perform approximately the same. The rotational effects should be negligible as they are 
constrained to be within the plenum. The flow acquires the rotational effects from the 
fan, and loses it at the heat exchanger. Since the flow can only leave the heat exchanger 
perpendicularly. 
Figure (10.6) shows that the diagonal fans do not perform the same even though they 
do have the similar inlet conditions. The only geometric difference that could cause this 
is the orientation of the plenum. In the Nx1 ACHE bank's investigated previously all 
the plenum's were parallel to each other and were not connected. In the MxN array's 
the some of the plenums are connected. 
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10.2.3 Results of the 6x6 ACHE bank 
If the manner in which the plenums are connected influences the volumetric effectiveness 
of the fans it should be more pronounced in a larger bank. This was the basis for sim-
ulating a 6x6 ACHE bank. Referring to Figure (10.8) it is evident that the 6x6 ACHE 
performs better than the 6x1 ACHE. This is consistent with the trend seen in a 2x2 and 
a 4x4 ACHE bank. The discrepancy between the fans that are situated symmetrically 
about the diagonal was again evident, as shown in Figure (10.9). The difference in 
volumetric effectiveness between these fans was approximately 0.1, which is larger than 













-+--- 6x1 ACHE bank 
Figure 10.8: System average volumetric effectiveness of a 6x6 ACHE bank 
In an attempt to determine the cause of this difference, the average volumetric effec-
tiveness of the fans in the different rows was plotted. The fans were grouped together 
such that they had a constant X, such that the plenums were connected and a constant 
Y, such that the plenums were parallel. These plots can be seen in Figures (10.10) and 
(10.11). 
It can be seen that the fans in any row do not perform the same as the fans in the 
position reflected about the diagonal, i.e., fan 1 and fan9. These fans are symmetrical 
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10.2. Results and Discussion 
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__ EmpIrical 
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Figure 10.9: Individual fan volumetric effectiveness of fan 1 and fan 9 in a 6x6 ACHE 
bank 
about the diagonal; in this case is the diagonal is the line joining fans 3, 5, and 7. With 
reference to Figure (10.11), it can be seen that fans 1, 4, and 7 perform worse then all 
the other fan combinations, performing worse than the empirical data. This suggests 
that the fans at the periphery of the ACHE bank, in the direction of the steam duct, 
experience some additional losses that were not anticipated. 
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Figure 10.11: Fan volumetric effectiveness of fans that have the same Y co-ordinate in 
a 6x6 ACHE bank 
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Investigation of the effect of wind 
In the previous chapters and in literature [6, 7, 8, 9, 11 J it has been shown that cross 
flows in the vicinity of the fans can have a detrimental effect on the fans' performance. 
In this chapter these detrimental effects will be exacerbated by the presence of wind. 
The worst case scenario is if the wind lies in the direction of the ACHE row, i.e. from fan 
1 to fan N. A moderate wind speed of 10m/swill be tested. It was found by Coetzee 
and du Toit [12J that neglecting end effects could produce erroneous results. There 
is however no experimental data for a 2 dimensional array of ACHE's with which to 
compare to. There is however experimental data for a Nx1 system of fans that can be 
compared to [7], and will thus give an indication of the effect wind has on the fans. In 
Chapter 10 it was also shown that the edge effects are present without a wind profile 
at the periphery of a 2 dimensional ACHE bank. Therefore a single row of 12 ACHE's 
will be simulated, as the flow field is understood in more detail. 
11.1 The Wind Profile 
In order to simulate the effect of wind on a bank of ACHE's it is necessary to have and 
ACHE that is open on two opposite sides, so that the wind can enter the domain as 
well as leave it. Thus a ACHE bank that is comprised of 12 fans will be tested. Since 
the wind is expected to degrade the performance of the ACHE, an ACHE with a joined 
plenum will be investigated as it has been shown that an ACHE with a joined plenum 
performs marginally worse then one where the plenum's are parallel. As previously 
stated the wind profile will be approximated by the fh Power law. 
For these simulation there is a mesh density change, between the inlet, the interior and 
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Figure 11.2: Plot of the velocity profile at different locations in the mesh 
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11.2. Geometry and boundary conditions 
the outlet. The grid used is predominantly tetrahedral, and thus the number of cell 
faces perpendicular to the flow will be minimal, making numerical diffusion a possi-
ble problem. In order investigate this, and ensure that the velocity profile is retained 
through out the domain, a grid with a similar mesh density change was created. The 
grid used can be seen in Figure (11.1). The dense central region is surrounded by the 
same size atmosphere as the ACHE bank to be simulated. The velocity used was 10m/ s, 
and the reference height was set to be at a height ratio of O. The height ratio is set 
up such that the top of the volume is at 1 and the bottom at -1, with 0 being the center. 
The velocity profile is shown in Figure (11.2), it is evident that the velocity profile is 
indeed maintained, with negligible differences. Thus the change in grid density should 
not distort the wind profile. 
11.2 Geometry and boundary conditions 
The grid used to simulate an infinitely long bank of 12 ACHE's will be used for this 
investigation. Since 12 fans must be explicitly modeled, the ACHE bank will be copied 
and mirrored about the symmetry plane, as the symmetry plane can no longer be used. 
All the boundaries have the same boundary types and conditions as before, except for 
the boundary to which the wind profile will be attached. This boundary is set to a 
velocity inlet. The geometry can be seen in Figure (11.3). The wind profile is attached 
in such a manner that it will intersect fan 1 first and move toward fan 12. 
Initially a wind speed of 10m/ s was to be simulated, but after repeated attempts it was 
found that for some of the platform heights lOm/ s was too fast for the current grid. At 
this wind velocity the solution did not converge for all the residuals were erratic. Since 
the grid size was at the upper most limit for the available resources, a finer mesh could 
not be generated. Therefore the wind speed was reduced to 3m/ s, as used by Coetzee 
and du Toit [12]. Using this wind speed, the simulations converged without any of the 
complications experienced by faster winds. 3m/sis however a very slow wind speed, 
being only 1O.8km/ h, but it should be fast enough to reveal a trend. The reference 
height was held constant at the lowest fan platform height, Href = 1.234m, since the 
incoming wind profile is dependent on the conditions upstream of the ACHE, and will 
thus not change if the ACHE is raised or lowered. 
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Figure 11.3: Schematic of the bank of 12 ACHE's used to investigate wind effects 
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11.3. Results and Discussion 
11.3 Results and Discussion 
A comparison of the system volumetric effectiveness can be seen in Figure (11.4). The 
empirical curve is included to give a better indication of the change. It is evident that 
the presence of wind lowers the volumetric effectiveness curve. The difference is not 
substantial, but it is expected to increase as the wind speed increases. As a further 
comparison the individual volumetric effectivenesses are plotted in Figures (11.5) to 
(11.10) against those for windless conditions. The fans that are potted are those that 
are the same distance from the periphery of the ACHE bank. For instance fan 1 from 
the windless conditions is compared to fan 1 and fan 12 with the effects of wind. In 
windless conditions fan 1 and fan 12 perform the same, due to symmetry, and thus only 
the first six fans are used for comparison. If the presence of wind has no effect on the 
volumetric effectiveness of the bank of ACHE's, the 2 plots should be identical. 
The similarity of the volumetric effectiveness of fan 12 with wind, and fan 1 without 
wind suggests that at this velocity, the effects of wind do not reach all the way through 
to the last fan. Looking at the volumetric effectiveness of fan 8 and fan 9 with wind for 
the lowest platform height, it is obvious that the wind eventually gets entrained in the 
flow entering the fans, and in this case improves the performance. 
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Figure 11.4: System volumteric effectiveness for a bank of 12 ACHE's in the presence 
of wind 
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-+- Fan 1 with wind 
___ Fan 12 with wind 
-.- Fan 1 no wind 
Figure 11.5: Comparison of the volumetric effectiveness of fan 1 and 12 
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-+- Fan 2 with wind 
___ Fan 11 with wind 
-.- Fan 2 no wind 
Figure 11.6: Comparison of the volumetric effectiveness of fan 2 and 11 
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__ Fan 3 with wind 
....... Fan 10 with wind 
...... Fan 3 no wind 
Figure 11. 7: Comparison of the volumetric effectiveness of fan 3 and 10 
The dip in the volumetric effectiveness of fan 1 at higher platform heights is thought 
to be due to the increased wind speeds at this height. As the fan platform is raised, it 
encounters a higher velocity cross flow, since the reference height is held constant. The 
increased cross flow, as shown previously, has a detrimental effect hence lowering the 
volumetric effectiveness. 
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11. Investigation of the effect of wind 
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Figure 11.8: Comparison of the volumetric effectiveness of fan 4 and 9 
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---+- Fan 5 with wind 
-- Fan 8 with wind 
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Figure 11.9: Comparison of the volumetric effectiveness of fan 5 and 8 
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-+- Fan 6 WIth wind 
__ Fan 7 with wind 
---.- Fan 6 no wind 
Figure 11.10: Comparison of the volumetric effectiveness of fan 6 and 7 
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12. Conclusions and Recommendations 
Chapter 12 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
12.1 Conclusions 
In these investigations numerous different models were used, and the results compared 
to experimental results reasonably well. Thus it can be concluded that the actuator 
disk fan model does indeed simulate the flow field in the region of an axial flow fan, 
having a good correlation to the experimental results. The turbulence models available 
in FL UENT® are sufficient for the purposes of investigating an axial flow fan, however 
a stable turbulence model that can deal with the axial flow fan and the wind profile, or 
bluff body flow, needs to be investigated. 
The heat exchanger was modeled as a porous region, the governing equations have been 
stated. A heat exchanger performance characteristics can be accurately simulated using 
the governing equation, Equation (6.14) and a known pressure drop relationship across 
a heat exchanger. 
Using the fan model as well as the porous region for the heat exchanger produce realistic 
flow rates through the fan. The flow rates are consistent with experimental results as 
well as empirical data. By changing the viscous and inertial resistance of the porous 
region, any realistic operating point can be achieved. 
When simulating the ACHE, it was found that the ground clearance played a substan-
tial role in the ACHE's volumetric effectiveness. It was found that with the addition 
of a walkway at the edge of the ACHE improved the periphery fans performance, but 
increasing the walkway length to much could have detrimental effects. 
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In the investigation of a 2 dimensional array it was found that edge effects playa part 
in the flow field of a bank of ACHE's, especially in the region of the corner fans. The 
plenum chamber's orientation also had an effect on the volumetric effectiveness of the 
ACHE. When the plenums of an ACHE row were parallel to each other the overall sys-
tem volumetric effectiveness was higher then when the plenums were joined. 
When wind was included to the ACHE row with a joined plenum, it was found that 
the volumetric effectiveness curve was lowered, i.e. wind has a similar effect as a slight 
lowering of the fan platform. With the low wind speed simulated it is difficult to 
determine the extent of this effect. It was also found that the effects of a given wind 
speed were dependent on the fan platform height. 
12.2 Recommendations 
First and foremost, it is recommended that experimental data be obtained for the 2 
dimensional array. A small arrangement, i.e., 2x2 fans, should be sufficient to verify the 
numerical trends. The experimentation should use the same type of plenum as the nu-
merical investigation, as it has been shown that the plenum has an effect on the flow field. 
In order to better investigate the effect of wind, a smaller bank of ACHE's should be 
modeled, so as to increase the grid density above the plenum. A bank of 10 ACHE's 
could be used, as this should allow a sufficient decrease in cells to refine the region 
downstream of the plenum, as well as the plenum itself. It was stated that the k - E 
turbulence model is incorrect for bluff body flow, which will be experienced when wind 
is included in the simulations. For this reason some of the turbulence models used for 
Wind Engineering should be incorporated in some manner, when higher wind speeds 
are investigated. However this means that either the turbulence model must be coded 
by the user as a user defined function. 
This investigation was treated as being iso-thermal, but ACHE's are inherently thermal 
devices. The thermal effects of the heat exchanger should thus also be investigated. As 
the air passes over the heat exchanger it will heat up, and thus lower it's density. This 
density change will create a buoyancy effect [6], which will make the air leaving the heat 
exchanger tend to rise faster then the iso-thermal case. This could be done by using a 
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12. Conclusions and Recommendations 
user defined function, since the temperature in a heat exchanger is not constant over its 
surface 
In order to simulate larger configurations a computer with a large amount of memory is 
required, in these simulations the computers used had 4 GB of memory. The grid was 
reduced as much as possible, while maintaining the accuracy of solution. 
For the purposes of design it is recommended that the orientation of the plenum be 
taken into account when selecting the fans. Since fans that are closer to the periphery 
in a joined plenum ACHE operate at a lower flow rate, the fans here should produce a 
higher fan static pressure then fans near the middle. In some cases a higher fan static 
pressure rise can simply be achieved by changing the fan blade root stagger angle. A 
steeper blade root stagger angle produces a higher fan static pressure rise, but increases 
the power consumption [33]. By varying the blade root stagger angle as a function of 
the distance from the periphery of the ACHE bank could thus produce a more constant 
pressure distribution in the plenum, thus helping reduce cross flow between the plenums. 
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Parallclization of UDF 
III ord!'r 1.0 (kc]'('&;I' rlo" tinH' to >;(llution HUri iUCH'aS(' tit(, COJtll'nl.atimml n's()nn~", 
FLUEXT"f' can partition the given domain, and distributf" it amongst a nUmb(T of 
('()lllpllt~rs, or p[occ~r~ in the C,lSC o[ Hlu!ti-proc,c»S<lt f-(lllljlU[Crs. Th", computcrs or 
prOC('800r~ that an' not hosting I.!H: simulat.ion an' <"ommonly rpf">H,>d to a,; (1)1llpul." 
nodf'S, or simply ll(xles [21. increasing the llUlllb<:r of nodes allows for aJl incf<\'\.SI' in 
('OJtlputatiOllal POW\>t as wdl,," all ;]J(T(l,C",' of wst('Jn rC&luref'S. This "lIows for a lllore 
complex mesh to be u",>d. as well [l.S a iargpr r1omaill . Ttl<' dowu fall of this iLOW"V'T is 
tllilt the dfeetivene8s of ,lddition,li compllters decr{'use8 a.s m()rf" computers are addffi. 
wlddl is due tD ij \'"rkt" of rC,lSOilS. induding Jarg",r a.mounts of diltil lllUS!. be tnUlbfcred, 
Hud to ilion' locations_ 
A.I FL UENT processes used for parallel 
Parallel FLUENTIE;, b made up of 3 separate processes, namely the Cortex, the host. 
and the nodes [21. Tllc eort-ex i~ ma.inly r€sponsiiJlc for USCI' intetfilC€ ,mel )';raphic r<:-~ 
la!(~l fnnd iOIl~ Thc host, is r"spmlsible fOT iu!.erpret illg thl' emnrllllll(ls gi WIl t.o it. b,>' till.' 
eort"x. anri di8tribnting th"se ('ommands anri data to the nodes. Thl' nOOt's in turn hold 
all th€ data, Each of tbe Ilod€s will p<:rfonn tilt' cillculittiolls on tlwir ,lata, which will 
bc "pOltion of t.)H' t.ot~d Jrll.'sh with r<'),;ions that ovpr-Iap till.' nw.sh Oil aootlH'T nod", as 
s€en in Figure (A.4), t,hi~ i~ in order t.o ellsnre COllt iuni t.r Hud t·o ,'uabl,' eOlHltlunications 
bctwocn node~. 
The nodel'> are Iluml,cr () to n - 1. whcre ." is UH' lllJlulwr of UO<1€S u,*d_ The host 
proecss (~lIun"'ni(,Ht,I's din-'nly "'ith uod" 0, whi('h in turn cOlllmunicilt€S with "ll the 
C<'llI.r~ r,,1' He<.e(I.rch i" O)",put-"lio",~ Applied Id,,('hanics 
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olher nodes. The noJe~ ar" all ",,",,,,, lly li11b. ] via 11]" (;OJ11nlLmi(;alor llscd. Thi . .; i . .; shown 
sdwllIa[ ically in Fig llre (A.l) , T he ('orrlTTllmi('u[or Llsed is d"p"",kIlt. OJ ] II,,, (,()[Il I'"I('T" 
armitectuH'. as wc ll ,~, [he Ill(' ndwork in Llse. This means that if a tneoS<l!!."e is to be 
print ed, or a fi l .. wri t,iT11 oUl. 11", data 1IIl!.4 all firsl Jxo scm to node 0. and then on to 
the host. as ohown in Figmc (.\. ~). Thi" will 0" importllnt [OT all inpLltjoulPLlt (10) 
ol'"mtio11 0. 
A .2 Partitioning and part itions 
;\~ previ ol!..;I,\· llwnttoned, the I'Omputnt iomu d"lIInil] 11111.';[ f,.. part.iliom.,] arid diot.l ib III (.:1 
aIllOl];','Ht the nodes. T he qualily " I' this I'art. it io" will dderlll im, how mud, wivant,as" 
rou oot.ain by running in paral ld . If t.he ],aTlil ioH is don" in .';lld, a nllilllWf thallhere 
are a largc llllJldwr or c<:li s making up the partition lnterfll.(\', tloell" large '''Holmt of 
data must fw trllllHrerud Letween nodes. Thi~ " ,akes t Ill' HPlwork ~I)(~"i a ertleial d,~ 
menL.. T he regio" ,,[ "WT-Illp wi ll aloo be lar!!."er. which dC(TCil>-(> rhe """>1m!. of Lls"f111 
Pugr.' 10'7 C~n t re for j!.~eruclt in O)mpulational Applifld :'\il<Yha"i~s 
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FigUf<' .\.2: 'I' ll" message p,,,,siIlg tcdlIliqlw FLUEl"T employs [2 
memory on the given node. TIJi8 is 1)(~~aU8e it. mllSl st.ore t.he inforlfliltion for dwse 
oveT-ilLpp"d (exkrim) (~'I ls '''' w,,11 Hh th" inforntlltion of th ~ local (interior) <:<>118, For 
tbis n'Il!!On t.he nU!lIh~r of ,d l" making up the partition inteTface should lx, reJuced a:; 
mllch a8 possible. Figure (A,:\) and (A.1) shows a simpl" partit.io[](~1 ntesh. wit.h a re-
gion of OWr -lap [2[, FiguJe (A ,', 1 shows I he' di rreren'~' I)('tw. '"'' i nt.erior fmd ~xt~rior ('{'lis. 
FLUEB"T@ ofkrs nllln~roas part.itioning m~thods, which can be performed on the do-
main itself or on a register. A resioter is u grOllpinS of cells thnt have h{x'n mnrked for 
grid refi nelllerll, r 8ing registers giv(,s 1ll0n' control o",'r .... h"re til<' part i ti on wi II be sit ll-
at,,~L 'I'll<' pnrt.it ioo ins !lIet hod" ind ll< 1<': ""rl..,sian co-ordinH." 'S, (,ylindrical co-ordinates, 
POIIlT ",,-ordina!"'s, pr in('ipa l axcs Imd spb<'"fical co-ordinates [11[. All of these n",dlOds 
have a variety of specification methods. The n~'lhod lIs"d is d''PenrleIlt on th~ grometry 
of the domain and tbe numb~r of nodes. The mesh can be parliliork~1 ulIt.ontatimlly I", 
FLrE~~. or llIanually usinS the melllOds mentioned ahoV<'. 
The processing power of the variOllS nodes Illusl al,o be tak,'" into a,~'ollnt "-f,,,n part i-
tioning, as alilhe nodes nmst finish the current ileration 1~.f01" til<' ne"t OIl" ('Ill] start. 
CPf]tre foc R""mreh in Complltat.jonl!.l At'pliPd l,1""hllnir~ 











,\ . Parolleli"alion o[ t TDF 
Thus if the domain is partitiOlH'd 81Wh that. ,>ad, nOli<> ha' t.h" ~ame nnmber or cr'1I~. t lw 
clusler will op"mte al the spee<i of the ~~)west machine. To over COm" this ~'LlWNT® 
can p"rform a load bal"",." Load bajmk,i"g mOv'" 1he ,,,II, ilHJI!mi; 811"h t. hat fill ",~ks 
filli8h at fII'I'Toximflt.(> jy tlIG 8flHIG l inl!.'. This will rl'~:r"fI8e til" t·jnw to 8Oi lltion. This 
however remOV"b control from til!.' Ub"l'; mkl Ul!' ll ",-;h ,,(mid "n(i IIp p.'1.Ttitioned in a 
[llflm,el' that. i, (H"",, iral,le. p,,,rormiug a load balance t.oo oft.pu wi ll iUGr"'1N<; til!' t.iul" 
to 80 int.ion 
Jiigure AA, Partitione<i grid showing the over-lapped ('{'lis [2] 
e0"rre for !t_'u",h i" «~npl1Ulb",ul AppJioo \;udoanit:s 










A.2. I'altit;ouin){ ami parti t ions 
\ 
Exterior o:eJl 
Figure A.,,, Grid from one lKlde showiuj?; (he imerior and exterior cells [2. 
C~ntr<' ror 1t~arch in Compntatioual Applird Merha"k.. 











A.3 Parallelizatioll of the UDF 
In orde, [or til(' UIW t.o I", ll~p<j by the p«rallpj v~l'sion of rLl~ES~, il illns!. II<' 
wrill"n ~ll('h that nil comm~nds \h~t pertiun to ,htl> are only "X(~':lll"d on I.h~ llorj",,;, 
and all commands that inyolw ]0 ,ll'~ onl,'- ("'(~·:111.,,1 on 1.10" ]'%1 It b abo good pmc-
I.;,c and programming t.o writ~ il ~\lch t.hat the cod~ will execute in Ih" '''rinl ""bion 
of FUJEKTEl[2J_ FLtE:NT<D has pro\'id~d {l, nllmix'I of HIClt",S 10 il"'SJ~t in this . 'j'h~ 
manos ll.,~d t {) i'nmlldiz" t)", U D r' of inle,,,,! ar~ d~s.~iti~d into 4 main categol'ie><. They 
!).fe: COllLpil<'r dirActives, CQHlHlllnicf1.tion macrU" glolxd l'l'duction ma.c",\, ,.end ]""pin!( 
H'a<T()~_ 
;\[1 thp data. \I~ed for cnlculating the source terms mll~t he avclil"hlc 10 ;li11]'" nodI'S, M 
\\'ell as the hret. Th~ rDF links the inll'!, and til(' {\nt.il'!. elise t.o t he cl('tuator di;;c in order 
to cillcnlate t'n_ The~e linb mu~t Ihu~ be available to all processes, T he moment.nlll 
wurce terms must. iUSO be ay"ilabl ~ On "n the llwchines, ,,~p"'(;lUlh if they arc to b" writ-
t~n t.o di,e. Thi~ i, done bv '''ing the p;lo[",] rednction ma.cro,,;, and thp communication 
A.3.1 Compiler Directives 
CmlLpilpr DirR<tives are u~pd to ~l)f'cih' whpre t1w c.nrrpnt portion of c.od~ ne€cls to IJ~ 
compiled, They can IJ~ o'ompiled such that they wiil I", ex"cnted on the ~eri;d ~ol\Tr. 
heEt Or no{le,. U~inp; tlw negat.ed form of t.lw,e e,m ,d~o I", u~,~l, The n~)';"tf'<1 tonH 
instnl<1~ the portion of co<jp to he exocutp on all proc~ss~s except the specified t,"pe, 
This is th,' mor" Common usage of compiler dir,,'ctive~. The n"gilt"d form i, ilrn",,,~l by 
pre-pending the proc.ru;s t:.pe by "I" The to;lowing ('oHlpi ipr dirpdiw~ aTe a\""ilab]p. "'" 
w~ll as the negilll"d form of t h~s~ [21-
#if P.P HOST 
I ' Code se);meflt eXIlc 'J \.ed On l hp host only */ 
#endif I~ P.f'_H C~T *f 
lIif RP .IJQDE 
1* Code spgment execut ed on t he host only ~I 
lIendif 1* RP _IlDDE *1 
!'age 111 C"nl o ~ fo o n A""",-ciJ in COn,ptllaciofiai A I)P!i "d .\l'·c ILnni,," 










A.3. Parallelization of the UDF 
# if PARALLEL 
/* Code segment executed on both host and nodes, 
but not serial equivalent to #if RP_HOST I I RP_NODE */ 
#endif /* RP_PARALLEL */ 
A.3.2 Communication Macros 
These are used when information is required to be passed from the host to the node, or 
the node to the host. The data type and the number of variables to be sent are defined 
by the macro name. The macros are [2]: 
Where type is the data type, and nurn is the number of variables being sent. 
A.3.3 Global Reduction Macros 
Global reduction macros are used to synchronize data on all the nodes. This ensures 
that all the nodes are using the same values in the computations. There are four main 
types of macros, namely: global summation, global maximum and minimum, and global 
logicals. The global reduction macros only synchronize the nodes, and all data must be 
sent to the host, if it's to be used for 10 operations, writing to disk for instance. The 
macros are as follows: 




PRF _GXLOWl (val) 
PRF_GXLOW(val,N,iwork) 
Where val is the value to be synchronized, N is the number of elements in the array, and 
iwork is a temporary array used by FLUENT®. The X must be replaced with either I 
for integers or R for real numbers. The version of FL UENT® started will determine if R 
is a single or a double precision real number. 
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A. Parallelization of UDF 
A.3.4 Looping Macros 
Looping macros are used to loop over each cell in the given domain, so that the current 
values can be accessed. As mentioned before there are internal cells, those on the 
current node, and external cells, the over-lap region. For this reason it is important to 
distinguish between the cells to be used in the calculation. If the serial looping macro 
is used, the cells on the current node are used as well as the cells in the over-lap. Thus 
there is a looping macro for internal cells, external cells and all cells in the continuum 
specified. The macros are defined as [2]: 
begin_c_loop_intCc, tc){ 




/* Loops over exterior cells only */ 
} 
begin_c_loopCc, tc){ 
/* loops over all cells of the continuum entity */ 
} 
The variables in the brackets (e and t c) are used to specify which cell, (e), is cur-
rently being used, and which cell thread, te, the cell belongs to. FLUENT® will loop 
over all the cells in a given cell thread, changing the cell index as it does so. The cell 
thread defines the continuum entity of interest and is assigned either by the user, or by 
FLUENT®, depending on when and where it is used. 
The global reduction macros initially are used to synchronize all the values. All the 
nodes now contain identical variables/arrays. The communication macros are then used 
to relay this information to the host. Once this step has been completed, all the com-
puters used in the cluster have identical values in their respective variables/arrays. 
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Numerical results in tabular form 
This appendix contains all the numerical data used to create the graphs in the vari-
ous chapters. It is included to facilitate further research. The data has been ordered 
according to the chapter that it appeared in. 
B.I Data used for the fan model validation in Chapter 3 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
~ Po T u ~ Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-311.58661 0 71.930562 6.425732132 -311.57321 0 71.921996 6.425732132 
-292.8429 0 74.080159 7.496687487 -292.84052 0 74.072144 7.496687487 
-278.69986 0 74.261575 8.032 -278.69748 0 74.253651 8.032 
-260.99344 0 73.656481 8.567642843 -260.99429 0 73.64859 8.567642843 
-214.33424 0 69.316273 9.638598198 -214.342 0 69.309308 9.638598198 
-189.98343 0 66.200899 10.17407588 -189.98413 0 66.194624 10.17407588 
Table B.l: Fan performance characteristics using the k - E turbulence model 
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B. Numerical results in tabular form 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u Pi Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-272.27676 0 69.190592 6.425732132 -271.74411 0 -69.131011 6.425732132 
-283.02835 0 72.993434 7.496687487 -283.22421 0 73.02886 7.496687487 
-275.29916 0 73.896604 8.032 -275.28381 0 73.884982 8.032 
-263.46463 0 73.832391 8.567642843 -263.49908 0 73.825134 8.567642843 
-223.93095 0 70.617581 9.638598198 -223.92885 0 70.611713 9.638598198 
-194.20801 0 66.816185 10.17407588 -194.21593 0 66.810818 10.17407588 
Table B.2: Fan performance characteristics using the Realizable k - E turbulence model 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u Pi Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-300.25055 0 67.853492 6.425732132 -300.26193 0 -67.846007 6.425732132 
-280.31155 0 70.753217 7.496687487 -280.28174 0 70.744376 7.496687487 
-262.72586 0 71.231252 8.032 -262.67432 0 71.218939 8.032 
-240.16983 0 70.390871 8.567642843 -240.17365 0 70.383305 8.567642843 
-191. 74454 0 67.007934 9.638598198 -191.64893 0 66.994658 9.638598198 
-177.22659 0 66.897503 10.17407588 -176.9171 0 66.867055 10.17407588 
Table B.3: Fan performance characteristics using the k - w turbulence model 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
~ Po T u Pc z Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-298.90179 0 68.018246 6.425732132 -298.91797 0 68.01211 6.425732132 
-279.36353 0 68.633941 7.496687487 -279.29538 0 68.593184 7.496687487 
-262.54245 0 71.180082 8.032 -262.46927 0 -71.166734 8.032 
-243.43185 0 70.923122 8.567642843 -243.47487 0 70.916445 8.567642843 
-214.46498 0 71.909713 9.638598198 -213.93645 0 71.865693 9.638598198 
-184.6971 0 68.633941 10.17407588 -184.4404 0 68.593184 10.17407588 
Table B.4: Fan performance characteristics using the k - w turbulence model with shear 
flow 
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B.1. Data used for the fan model validation 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
P 2 Po T u P 2 Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-300.2515 0 67.846931 6.425732132 -300.2677 0 67.839083 6.425732132 
-280.32623 0 70.754096 7.496687487 -280.32352 0 70.746165 7.496687487 
-262.73788 0 71.235598 8.032 -262.71982 0 71.231424 8.032 
-243.05692 0 71.033481 8.567642843 -243.11382 0 71.036468 8.567642843 
-214.25478 0 71.912161 9.638598198 -213.99438 0 71.890016 9.638598198 
-183.68083 0 68.495277 10.17407588 -183.61298 0 68.479682 10.17407588 
Table B.5: Fan performance characteristics using the k - w turbulence model with 
transitional flow 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
P 2 Po T u ~ Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-298.86679 0 68.003808 6.425732132 -298.88757 0 67.993896 6.425732132 
-279.36221 0 70.716812 7.496687487 -279.34485 0 70.706626 7.496687487 
-262.48901 0 71.178743 8.032 -262.47058 0 71.170086 8.032 
-243.34317 0 70.92545 8.567642843 -243.34648 0 70.916524 8.567642843 
-214.19856 0 71.893761 9.638598198 -213.8761 0 71.863862 9.638598198 
-184.567 0 68.618375 10.17407588 -184.30264 0 68.584255 10.17407588 
Table B.6: Fan performance characteristics using the k - w turbulence model with shear 
flow and transitional flow 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T 'U P 2 Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 
dnc 0 dne 7.496687487 dnc 0 dne 7.196687487 
dnc 0 dne 8.032 dnc 0 dnc 8.032 
-254.73137 0 73.735019 8.567642843 -254.78508 0 73.727053 8.567642843 
-210.48332 0 69.32963 9.638598198 -210.49605 0 69.319439 9.638598198 
-185.15607 0 65.723769 10.17407588 -185.29419 0 65.733276 10.17407588 
Table B.7: Fan performance characteristics using the SST k - w turbulence model 
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B. Numerical results in tabular form 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u P. t Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 
dnc 0 dnc 7.496687487 dnc 0 dnc 7.496687487 
dnc 0 dnc 8.032 dnc 0 dnc 8.032 
-254.91841 0 73.739763 8.567642843 -254.85057 0 73.729219 8.567642843 
-210.63374 0 69.313067 9.638598198 -210.5499 0 69.301663 9.638598198 
-183.75226 0 65.564569 10.17407588 -183.78937 0 65.564281 10.17407588 
Table B.8: Fan performance characteristics using the SST k - w turbulence model with 
transitional flow 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u Pi Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 
-290.5874 0 74.472052 7.496687487 -290.57516 0 74.464584 7.496687487 
-279.08221 0 74.853216 8.032 -279.0936 0 74.846704 8.032 
-264.37357 0 74.360576 8.567642843 -264.39545 0 74.352918 8.567642843 
-219.59036 0 70.149198 9.638598198 -219.59221 0 70.141907 9.638598198 
-192.89857 0 66.494075 10.17407588 -192.89024 0 66.487135 10.17407588 
Table B.9: Fan performance characteristics using the standard RSM turbulence model 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u P. t Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 
dnc 0 dnc 7.496687487 dnc 0 dnc 7.496687487 
dne 0 dnc 8.032 clue 0 cluc 8.032 
-255.00233 0 73.669378 8.567642843 -255.01118 0 73.661753 8.567642843 
-212.85217 0 69.33936 9.638598198 -212.85461 () 69.332053 9.638598198 
-186.08469 0 65.686523 10.17407588 -186.08394 () 64.67957 10.17407588 
Table B.10: Fan performance characteristics using the RSM turbulence model with no 
settings 
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B.l. Data used for the fan model validation 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
P! Po T u Pi Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
dne 0 dne 6.425732132 dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 
dne 0 dne 7.496687487 dnc 0 dnc 7.496687487 
dne 0 dne 8.032 dne 0 dnc 8.032 
-252.24564 0 73.270539 8.567642843 -252.29073 0 73.265705 8.567642843 
-210.50941 0 69.029482 9.638598198 -210.51361 0 69.021434 9.638598198 
-184.95999 0 65.498825 10.17407588 -185.14877 0 65.521331 10.17407588 
Table B.11: Fan performance characteristics using the vorticity based Spalart-Allmaras 
turbulence model 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u Pi Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
dnc 0 dnc 6.425732132 dne 0 dnc 6.425732132 
dne 0 dnc 7.496687487 dne 0 dnc 7.496687487 
dnc 0 dnc 8.032 dne 0 dnc 8.032 
-248.29324 0 73.13304 8.567642843 -248.30806 0 73.125921 8.567642843 
-209.40451 0 68.973664 9.638598198 -209.40346 0 68.965152 9.638598198 
-184.07143 0 65.382422 10.17407588 -184.06976 0 65.374487 10.17407588 
Table B.12: Fan performance characteristics using the strain based Spalart-Allmaras 
turbulence model 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u Pi Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-258.35767 0 67.872492 6.425732132 -258.51822 0 67.889251 6.425732132 
-284.94592 0 73.132145 7.496687487 -284.70087 0 73.116153 7.496687487 
-276.14114 0 73.978906 8.032 -276.16135 0 73.971329 8.032 
-263.81046 0 73.896599 8.567642843 -263.79785 0 73.891426 8.567642843 
-222.72876 0 70.510911 9.638598198 -222.76917 0 70.508071 9.638598198 
-193.78868 0 66.679934 10.17407588 -193.82777 0 66.676193 10.17407588 
Table B.13: Fan performance characteristics using the Realizable k - f turbulence model 
on a tetrahedral mesh 
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B. Numerical results in tabular form 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u ~ Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-260.12152 0 68.596292 6.425732132 -259.73557 0 66.982071 6.425732132 
-287.59503 0 73.991268 7.496687487 -287.4342 0 73.989741 7.496687487 
-275.17526 0 74.319298 8.032 -275.08481 0 74.309957 8.032 
-260.4715 0 73.953609 8.567642843 -260.47742 0 73.95526 8.567642843 
-218.44571 0 70.312911 9.638598198 -218.4212 0 70.310925 9.638598198 
-190.11754 0 66.496985 10.17407588 -190.08696 0 66.493205 10.17407588 
Table B.14: Fan performance characteristics using the standard k - E turbulence model 
on a tetrahedral mesh 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T u ~ Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-295.22922 0 19516.43947 6.389617 -292.53607 0 19398.28417 6.389617 
-287.61218 0 20241. 09293 7.496687487 -287.53723 0 20237.29434 7.496687487 
-274.4465 0 20220.17023 8.032 -274.44211 0 20217.39708 8.032 
-251.57416 0 19811.28315 8.567642843 -251.53873 0 19809.53462 8.567642843 
-208.25224 0 18556.52715 9.638598198 -208.25635 0 18555.20368 9.638598198 
-183.96434 0 17652.8456 10.17407588 -183.95901 0 17651.51019 10.17407588 
Table B.15: Fan performance characteristics using the standard k - E turbulence model 
with dFC = 10m 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Po z Po T u ~ Po T u 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-274.7305 0 19092.78717 6.425732132 -274.68564 0 19090.21681 6.4257321~32 
-273.77493 0 19825.17478 7.496687487 -273.7789 0 19821.9093 7.496687487 
-272.50656 0 20089.71882 8.032 -272.51981 0 20089.20797 8.032 
-261.24741 0 20052.5187 8.567642843 -261.24741 0 20054.05413 8.567642843 
-215.37608 0 18844.67284 9.638598198 -215.37608 0 18839.90801 9.638598198 
-190.13814 0 17961.54452 10.17407588 -190.12265 0 17959.64594 10.17407588 
Table B.16: Fan performance characteristics using the Realizable k - E turbulence model 
with dFC = 9m, and "(root = 61 
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B.2. Data used to investigate the effect of ground clearance 
Fan 1 Fan 2 
Pi Po T '/1, Po l Po T '/1, 
Pa Pa Nm m/s Pa Pa Nm m/s 
-252.50241 0 11299.5431 5.344462287 -252.34145 0 11295.47707 5.344462287 
-247.47743 0 11422.50736 5.894627522 -247.36549 0 11420.16389 5.894627522 
-245.11128 0 11607.62824 6.444792757 -245.12172 0 11606.66277 6.444792757 
-290.84656 0 12721.07014 6.916362959 -290.86838 0 12720.56043 6.916362959 
-250.95096 0 12238.72855 7.545123228 -250.88795 0 12237.41857 7.545123228 
-239.06245 0 12127.22718 8.01669343 -239.08258 0 12126.72384 8.01669343 
-217.73425 0 11776.61784 8.566858665 -217.74396 0 11776.33447 8.566858665 
-191.05132 0 11161. 92066 9.117023901 -191.08676 0 11161.47625 9.117023901 
-159.76578 0 10318.37703 9.667189136 -159.75104 0 10316.86241 9.667189136 
Table B.17: Fan performance characteristics using the standard k - E turbulence model 
with dFC = 9m, and !root = 61, on an axi-symmetric model 
B.2 Data used to investigate the effect of ground 
clearance in Chapter 8 
'/1,1 '/1,2 '/1,3 '/1,4 '/1,5 U6 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
-0.90643191 0.99995148 1.0207608 4.6129766 7.6393585 7.4602847 
-1.8678855 4.8490629 8.4628038 9.6040058 10.194004 10.308368 
3.6720386 9.6398182 10.147365 10.452929 10.656077 10.646706 
8.4211826 10.128481 10.506426 10.672878 10.723672 10.712842 
9.087739 10.330987 10.636519 10.736227 10.753835 10.742961 
9.4124804 10.393025 10.646658 10.723128 10.746935 10.750531 
Table B.18: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 12 ACHE's in windless conditions 
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B. Numerical results in tabular form 
Ul U2 U3 U4 
m/s m/s m/s m/s 
-0.75458115 4.3733315 7.8996186 9.4512215 
4.2208824 9.6710234 10.249154 10.482006 
8.9939833 10.321545 10.634315 10.70667 
9.5859509 10.508701 10.704921 10.715249 
9.8719559 10.586969 10.704655 10.719891 
10.017978 10.634232 10.722126 10.709183 
Table B.19: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 8 ACHE's in windless conditions 
Ul U2 U3 
m/s m/s m/s 
1.5021477 8.3341494 9.8414459 
8.7699356 10.239537 10.538308 
9.7079144 10.535342 10.637909 
10.010472 10.632551 10.660488 
10.151279 10.656529 10.676996 
10.230285 10.680631 10.695225 









Table B.21: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 4 ACHE's in windless conditions 
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Table B.23: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 1 ACHE's in windless conditions 
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B. Numerical results in tabular form 
B.3 Data used to investigate the effect of a walkway 



















Table B.25: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 4 ACHE's with dWw = 0.317 
FC 
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Table B.27: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 4 ACHE's with dWw = 0.635 
Fe 
Ul U2 U3 U4 
m/s m/s m/s m/s 
0.19772227 3.804399 7.612782 9.3132305 
4.6810055 9.5825272 10.227076 10.479479 
9.3265152 10.329078 11.136477 10.699362 
9.8896914 10.535305 10.700349 10.71381 
10.134056 10.609485 10.709733 10.727787 
10.234396 10.642547 10.721607 10.707643 
Table B.28: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 8 ACHE's with dWw = 0.159 
Fe 
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B. Numerical results in tabular form 
Ul U2 U3 U4 
m/s m/s m/s m/s 
0.50153017 3.6265664 7.491313 9.2250557 
2.040503 6.2093549 9.992713 10.453324 
9.476922 10.353525 10.625232 10.699762 
9.9751043 10.54046 10.69416 10.716526 
10.198654 10.609901 10.703679 10.719918 
10.305326 10.643287 10.720431 10.707955 
Table B.29: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 8 ACHE's with dWw = 0.317 
Fe 
Ul U2 'U3 1L4 
m/s m/s m/s m/s 
0.82666367 3.6788704 7.4320793 9.2695179 
5.9777236 9.4389381 10.148592 10.446862 
9.4735832 10.301484 10.61155 10.715374 
9.9830742 10.505679 10.699776 10.7:34526 
10.193652 10.553174 10.696342 10.728271 
10.305666 10.597436 10.71664 10.712785 
Table B.30: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 8 ACHE's with dWw = 0.476 
FC 
Ul U2 1L3 U4 
m/s m/s m/s m/s 
1.1404672 3.5940564 7.3293982 9.1563406 
6.3114915 9.4050617 10.13716 10.453803 
9.5002222 10.293681 10.60772 10.708849 
10.007567 10.490176 10.690712 10.7214 
10.228197 10.556943 10.696227 10.731841 
10.32861 10.601163 10.716394 10.713444 
Table B.31: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 8 ACHE's with dWw = 0.635 
FC 
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B.3. Data used to investigate the effect of a walkway 
Ul U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
-0.032055106 1.2671862 1.977419 2.2468677 7.0505939 8.3421602 
-1.5670556 3.8440354 7.9152069 9.3925209 10.141347 10.315018 
4.3241119 9.6028757 10.149582 10.454695 10.655155 10.642817 
8.7921896 10.161977 10.516762 10.671605 10.738015 10.723114 
9.5016804 10.372758 10.641182 10.731316 10.741816 10.75536 
9.7764921 10.475803 10.689703 10.726478 10.729488 10.751082 
Table B.32: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 12 ACHE's with dWlI ' = 0.159 
Fe 
Ul U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
0.20671442 0.91892701 0.83922869 4.0408244 7.2144647 7.6914229 
-1.1883199 3.8526168 7.7486148 9.278554 10.104351 10.321589 
5.0318036 9.6005869 10.157574 10.452003 10.648413 10.634998 
8.9827633 10.180343 10.517443 10.66931 10.739249 10.700478 
9.6250467 10.389417 10.640702 10.729565 10.740471 10.75522 
9.882432 10.487912 10.686646 10.724224 10.728268 10.744769 
Table B.33: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 12 ACHE's with dWw = 0.317 
Fe 
Ul U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
0.80410081 1.1935273 0.82552969 3.7356915 7.104033 7.5754457 
-0.99038732 4.3307796 7.7503939 9.1533241 10.00448 10.278551 
5.7518444 9.5064344 10.111266 10.449211 10.654591 10.635624 
9.0172224 10.132253 10.503756 10.666897 10.744211 10.702937 
9.6399384 10.299098 10.609833 10.68749 10.69306 10.777303 
9.8969049 10.430584 10.67695 10.721454 10.725316 10.763237 
Table B.34: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 12 ACHE's with dWw = 0.476 
Fe 
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B. Numerical results in tabular form 
Ul U2 U3 U4 Us U6 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
0.80631989 1.1915425 0.80757266 3.7670047 7.1056809 7.562253 
-0.75779426 4.4611144 7.7197223 9.1059961 9.9655752 10.280242 
6.2048974 9.4998426 10.11007 10.447973 10.655817 10.63594 
9.0815468 10.1275 10.501308 10.667457 10.750241 10.701832 
9.6833544 10.335772 10.622487 10.708827 10.709199 10.772335 
9.9369249 10.43641 10.674523 10.719063 10.724296 10.759293 
Table B.35: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 12 ACHE's with dWw = 0.635 
Fe 
B.4 Data used to investigate a 2 dimensional array 


















Table B.37: Velocity through each fan for a 2x1 bank of ACHE's with a joined plenum 
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B.5. Data used investigate the influence if wind 
Ul U2 U3 U4 
m/s m/s m/s m/s 
10.504077 9.5691662 9.7771091 10.066773 
10.657954 10.348475 10.35605 10.436627 
10.633843 10.527745 10.483038 10.529599 
10.628391 10.579434 10.523169 10.566138 
10.540033 10.560176 10.46544 10.505832 
10.550079 10.603004 10.541007 10.584682 
Table B.38: Velocity through each fan for a 4x4 bank of ACHE's 
B.5 Data used investigate the influence if wind in 
Chapter 11 
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Ul U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 Ug 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
7.5354199 10.060883 10.569201 8.5471687 10.244256 9.8790388 9.8114576 8.9787083 8.4526644 
9.8297205 10.615519 10.664414 10.00424 10.591692 10.542967 10.286776 10.185686 10.000115 
10.288216 10.716286 10.673319 10.33706 10.677505 10.67055 10.448384 10.398685 10.304834 
10.428986 10.712582 10.688976 10.457677 10.701238 10.684868 10.506885 10.466915 10.392347 
10.490424 10.751015 10.67332 10.513024 10.727622 10.690447 10.536981 10.497864 10.437482 
10.5067 10.734422 10.588605 10.524426 10.703837 10.642786 10.546165 10.508116 10.448583 










B.5. Data used investigate the influence if wind 
U1 U2 U3 U4 Us U6 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
-1.1796658 0.78739965 0.5085839 5.0069222 8.260416 9.478487 
-2.8002324 8.0488882 9.7709484 10.126179 10.420153 10.483405 
3.3475759 10.721332 10.668522 10.648046 10.682588 10.637366 
7.8333192 10.647717 10.702564 10.718746 10.7319 10.655775 
8.959774 10.676391 10.740289 10.744778 10.722243 10.701548 
9.3636332 10.720118 10.76809 10.773377 10.756883 10.68403 
Table B.40: Velocity through each fan for a bank of 12 ACHE's with a joined plenum 
U1 U2 U3 U4 Us U6 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
-1.4907111 1.7105153 1.5573599 2.5914855 6.7659717 9.8169231 
-2.4148128 4.5706768 9.4203711 10.026488 10.162228 10.288217 
3.0383742 10.936025 10.736989 10.464685 10.047843 9.9500198 
6.7353787 10.811238 10.618958 10.553617 10.480335 10.566387 
6.355329 10.991518 10.769093 10.705271 10.621441 10.379354 
3.4587471 11.017237 10.562574 10.365785 10.499905 10.597585 
Table B.41: Velocity through fan 1 to 6 for a bank of 12 ACHE's with a 3m/ s wind 
U7 Us U9 UlO U11 U12 
m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
5.6499562 9.8327579 7.7851658 2.0732584 0.4367893 -1.1080364 
10.187848 9.9969463 9.7707529 9.6094637 8.3140955 -3.4915817 
10.277966 10.314532 10.260963 10.331758 10.201488 1.1648569 
10.648052 10.651276 10.637349 10.681026 10.80383 4.3809757 
10.404489 10.506648 10.646085 10.652936 10.610388 8.5693789 
10.632629 10.584405 10.591489 10.687878 10.721931 9.6016397 
Table B.42: Velocity through fan 7 to 12 for a bank of 12 ACHE's with a 3m/ s wind 
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